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RÉSUMÉ 
      Les systèmes de libération à base d'émulsions sont les plus courants pour encapsuler des 
composants lipophiles bioactifs, tels que les acides gras ω-3 et les vitamines solubles à l'huile; ces 
derniers sont largement appliqués dans les domaines alimentaire et pharmaceutique. Cependant, 
en raison de leur faible solubilité à l'eau et leur instabilité physicochimique, ils ont besoin d'être 
protégés par des techniques d'encapsulation pendant les procédés de fabrication et le stockage. 
Idéalement, les matériaux sélectionnés pour former la coque d’encapsulation doivent être des 
biomatériaux naturels pour des raisons de biocompatibilité, biodégradabilité, etc. Étant donné que 
les propriétés émulsifiantes sont la caractéristique la plus importante pour qu’un matériau 
polymère devienne un bon candidat pour la coque, la conception d'une structure 
macromoléculaire avec des propriétés émulsifiantes améliorées s’avère d'une importance capitale. 
L'objectif général de cette thèse est de développer de nouveaux émulsifiants à base de 
biopolymères pour des applications alimentaires et pharmaceutiques, en utilisant un 
polysaccharide biosourcé (chitosane), une protéine (gélatine) et l'huile de maïs comme un 
système modèle. 
      Dans ce travail, les propriétés émulsifiantes du chitosane ont été examinées en préparant des 
émulsions d’huile dans l’eau (O/W) à l'aide de l’homogénéisation par ultrasons à haute intensité 
(HIU). Les résultats ont montré que le chitosane est un émulsifiant naturel intéressant pour la 
fabrication des émulsions O/W classiques ainsi que de type Pickering, toutes les deux avec une 
taille de gouttelettes très fine et une bonne stabilité à long terme. Ceci a été réalisé sans l'addition 
d’agents tensioactifs ou agents de réticulation, et tout simplement en ajustant les valeurs du pH 
des solutions de chitosane. Au cours de la préparation de l'émulsion, l’application de l’HIU a 
donné lieu à une rupture des agglomérats de chitosane et à une diminution de son poids 
moléculaire, tandis que l'augmentation du pH a provoqué une transition dans la conformation de 
la chaîne d’étendue à compacte ce qui a promu davantage l'amélioration des propriétés 
émulsifiantes du chitosane. L'émulsion de type Pickering formée à pH 6.5 a montré une stabilité 
remarquable induite par la présence des nanoparticules de chitosane à l’interface gouttelettes 
huile/eau; l'émulsion classique formée à pH 5.5 a également montré une bonne stabilité en raison 
de l'encombrement stérique et électrostatique. Les conclusions de cette partie du travail ont 
suggéré que le chitosane lui-même a un grand potentiel pour être utilisé comme un émulsifiant et 
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stabilisateur à pH contrôlé pour la production d’émulsions O/W, sans l’ajout d’agents 
tensioactifs.  
      Considérant que dans les systèmes commerciaux utilisés dans les domaines alimentaire ou 
pharmaceutique, les protéines et les polysaccharides coexistent très souvent, les interactions du 
chitosane (CH) avec une protéine de structure linéaire, la gélatine type B (GB), ont été étudiées. 
On a constaté que la formation de complexes de polyélectrolytes entre le chitosane et la gélatine 
était grandement affectée par le pH, la force ionique et le temps d’entreposage. Les complexes 
CH/GB ont été formés seulement dans la région de pH associée à une opposition de charge (5 
(pIGB) < pH < 6.5 (pKaCH)), où les solutions aqueuses ont évolué de transparentes à turbides 
jusqu'à ce que la séparation de phases ait lieu après une semaine de d’entreposage. La force 
ionique - de faible à modérée - a intensifié la formation du complexe, tandis que l’augmentation 
au-delà a entrainé une diminution. En favorisant une durée d’entreposage plus longue, la phase 
séparée s’est transformée d'un système liquide à un gel colloïdal thermoréversible, comme 
démontré par microscopie confocale à balayage laser ainsi que par les données rhéologiques. 
      Enfin, le complexe insoluble CH/GB (avant la séparation de phases) a été utilisé pour la 
première fois pour fabriquer des émulsions et gels d'émulsions de type Pickering, très stables à 
long terme, en utilisant à nouveau l’HIU. Le pH a montré un effet remarquable sur l'activité de 
surface des systèmes mixtes CH/GB, et la présence de complexes CH/GB a diminué de manière 
significative la tension superficielle à l'interface huile/eau. En comparaison avec les émulsions 
stabilisées par le CH seul, l'adsorption de particules du complexe CH/GB à l'interface huile/eau a 
bénéficié la formation de gouttelettes d’émulsion de plus petite taille, et a empêché efficacement 
leur coalescence, fait supporté par l’allongement de la stabilité de l'émulsion à long terme. La 
formation de réseaux de gouttelettes a été considérablement accélérée par l'augmentation de la 
fraction volumique de l'huile, ce qui a donné lieu à des gels d'émulsions thermoréversibles avec 
un comportement de type solide ayant des propriétés viscoélastiques ajustables, qui peuvent 
conséquemment être des matériaux appropriés pour l'encapsulation et/ou l'enrobage dans des 
applications alimentaires et pharmaceutiques. 
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ABSTRACT 
      Emulsion-based delivery systems are the most common methods to encapsulate lipophilic 
bioactive components, such as ω-3 fatty acids and oil-soluble vitamins, which are widely applied 
in food and pharmaceutical areas but need to be protected during processing and storage by 
encapsulation techniques, due to their low water-solubility, physical or chemical instability. 
Ideally, the encapsulating shell materials should be selected from natural biomaterials for reasons 
of biocompatibility, biodegradability, etc. Considering that the most important characteristics for 
polymeric materials to act as good shell protections are their emulsifying properties, designing a 
macromolecular structure with improved emulsifying properties turns out to be of key importance. 
The overall objective of this thesis is to develop novel biopolymer-based emulsifiers for food and 
pharmaceutical applications, using bio-sourced polysaccharide (chitosan) and protein (gelatin), 
and using corn oil as a model system. 
      In this work the emulsifying properties of chitosan itself were investigated first, by 
fabricating oil-in-water (O/W) emulsions with the assistance of high intensity ultrasonic (HIU) 
homogenization. The results showed that chitosan is an interesting natural emulsifier for 
fabricating both conventional and Pickering O/W emulsions with very fine droplet size and long-
term stability. This was achieved without the use of any additional surfactant or crosslinking 
agent, and simply by adjusting the pH values of the chitosan solutions. During the emulsion 
preparation, the role of HIU resulted in a disassembly of chitosan agglomerates and a decrease of 
molecular weight, while increasing pH caused a chain conformation transition from extended to 
compact, which were found beneficial to the improvement of the emulsifying properties of 
chitosan. The long-term stability of the Pickering emulsion formed at pH 6.5 was remarkable due 
to the stabilization induced by chitosan nanoparticles at the oil/water interface, and that of the 
conventional emulsion formed at pH 5.5 was also considerable due to steric and electrostatic 
hindrance. The findings in this part of the work suggested that chitosan by itself has a great 
potential to be used as a pH-controlled emulsifier and stabilizer for the production of 
biodegradable, surfactant-free and even edible O/W emulsions.  
      Considering that in real food or pharmaceutical systems, proteins and polysaccharides most 
often coexist, the interactions of chitosan (CH) with a linear structured protein, gelatin type B 
(GB), were investigated. It was found that the formation of polyelectrolyte complexes between 
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chitosan and gelatin was greatly affected by pH, ionic strength, and storage time. CH/GB 
complexes were only formed in the oppositely charged pH region (5 (pIGB) < pH < 6.5 (pKaCH)), 
where the aqueous solutions evolved from transparent to turbid until phase separation occurred 
after one week of storage. Low and moderate ionic strength intensified complex formation, while 
it decreased it at higher salt content. With increasing storage time, the separated dense phase 
changed from a liquid-like system to a thermoreversible colloidal gel, as supported by confocal 
laser scanning microscopy as well as rheological data.  
      Finally, the corresponding insoluble CH/GB complexes (before phase separation) were used 
to fabricate, for the first time, long-term stability Pickering emulsions and emulsion gels, using 
again HIU homogenization. The pH showed a remarkable effect on the surface activity of CH/GB 
mixed systems, and the presence of CH/GB complexes significantly decreased the surface tension 
of the oil/water interface. Compared to CH-stabilized emulsions, the adsorption of CH/GB 
complex particles at the oil/water interface benefited the formation of smaller size emulsion 
droplets, and effectively hindered droplet coalescence as supported by the increase of the 
emulsion’s long-term stability. The formation of droplet network structures was significantly 
accelerated by increasing the oil volume fraction, resulting in a more solid-like thermoreversible 
emulsion gel with tunable viscoelastic properties, which could be adequate candidates for 
encapsulation and as coating materials in food and pharmaceutical applications. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
Background and problem identification 
  Bioactive lipids such as ω-3 fatty acids and oil-soluble vitamins are commonly regarded as 
health enhancers. However, their wide application in food and pharmaceutical areas have been 
limited by characteristics such as low water-solubility, poor incorporation to food matrices, 
physical or chemical instability, undesirable interactions with other compounds, oxidation or 
even decomposition [1]. Therefore, they need to be protected during processing, storage and 
maybe also during gastrointestinal transit before they reach the desired body site. To address 
these problems, microencapsulation technology that is able to protect and improve the stability of 
lipophilic nutrients has been introduced in food and nutraceutical industries [2, 3].  
  Microencapsulation is the packaging of tiny particles or droplets within a secondary material, 
to give small capsules of many useful properties [4]. The most common used method to 
encapsulate sensitive lipophilic bioactive ingredients is based on emulsion-delivery systems, 
which can be supplied in liquid, gelled or powered formats, and more importantly, their 
properties can be well controlled by tailoring the characteristics of shell materials (e.g., charge 
and interfacial properties) as well as the emulsion microstructures [1, 5, 6]. 
  Ideally, the coating materials used to encapsulate lipophilic nutrients should be selected from 
a diverse range of natural biomaterials, or food additives that have been granted GRAS (generally 
regarded as safe) status [3]. In the past few years, encapsulation of lipophilic nutrients based on 
biopolymers or polymeric interactions has attracted increasing attention, due to the economically 
viable processing operations of food-grade coating materials [7, 8]. However, in most cases, the 
robustness of polymeric shell is not strong enough to resist environmental stress and thus 
physical or chemical cross-linking needs to be carried out to increase the stability of the capsules 
[9]. Currently, in order to avoid toxicity and cost increment induced by cross-linking, there is a 
growing number of investigations directed at designing more robust functional encapsulation 
systems using polymeric materials [10-13]. Since the most important properties for polymeric 
materials to act as good coating materials are their emulsifying properties and their properties to 
enhance viscosity or to form a gel-like structure, designing a macromolecular structure with 
improved emulsifying properties, turn to be of key importance [14, 15]. 
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  In this project, two bio-sourced polymers, namely chitosan (polysaccharide) and gelatin 
(protein), are used to encapsulate an oil ingredient (corn oil as a model oil), via fabricating oil-in-
water emulsion systems using high intensity ultrasonic homogenizer. Chitosan alone is first used 
to prepare emulsions with long-term stability by altering its conformational structure through pH 
control. Subsequently, the interactions of chitosan and gelatin are investigated and the 
corresponding chitosan/gelatin complexes are used to produce emulsions. This Ph.D. work is 
expected to contribute to the development of lipophilic functional foods with improved stability 
based on natural biopolymers, and may also be useful in the design and formation of delivery 
systems for the pharmaceutical industry. 
Organization of the thesis 
      This thesis is based on three articles that have been published by or submitted to scientific 
journals, and consists of the following chapters: 
 Chapter 2 provides a literature review considering the related issues. 
 Chapter 3 describes the objectives and the coherence of the articles. 
 Chapters 4, 5, and 6 present the three articles describing the main achievements obtained 
in this study. 
 Chapter 7 reports a general discussion about the main results. 
 Chapter 8 states the conclusions as well as recommendations for future work. 
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Emulsion-based delivery systems 
2.1.1 Emulsion classification  
      As an important method of introducing lipophilic components into food or pharmaceutical 
matrices, emulsification is a process of dispersing two immiscible liquids in the presence of 
emulsifiers, which are amphiphilic molecules that can decrease the oil/water interfacial tension 
by adsorbing at the oil/water interface [16]. There are many terms used to describe different 
emulsion types. Generally, for typical emulsions containing oil and water, in accordance with 
their continuous and disperse phases, they can be divided conventionally into two types, i.e., oil-
in-water (O/W) emulsions and water-in-oil emulsions (W/O), and in some cases, multiple 
emulsions, i.e., oil-in-water-in-oil (O/W/O) emulsions and water-in-oil-in water emulsions 
(W/O/W) can also be formed, as shown in Figure 2.1.  
 
Figure 2.1: Different types of emulsions in accordance with the continuous and disperse phase 
[17]. 
  Besides, emulsions can be also classified based on droplet size, thermodynamic 
characteristics and type of emulsifier. The droplet size of emulsions greatly determines their 
physical and thermodynamic properties, and consequently is one of the most important 
characteristic of an emulsion [18]. As shown in Table 2.1, based on the droplet size and 
thermodynamic characteristics, emulsions can be classified as macroemulsions (droplet diameters 
between 100 nm and 100 μm), which are turbid or opaque because droplet size is of the same 
order of dimension as the light wavelength, nanoemulsions (droplet diameters between 10 and 
100 nm) and microemulsions (droplet diameters between 2 and 100 nm), which are less turbid 
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since they spread less light [19]. Compared with macroemulsions, nanoemulsions are more 
kinetically stable and more resistant to flocculation, coalescence and the Oswald ripening process 
[20]. However, from a long-term aspect, only microemulsions are thermodynamically stable, 
while both macroemulsions and nanoemulsions are not, since microemulsions are formed by self-
assembly, while macroemulsions and nanoemulsions are formed by mechanical force [21]. 
Therefore, the main difference between microemulsions and micro-size emulsions arise from 
thermodynamic characteristics of emulsion rather than droplet size. In the food industry, the most 
common used emulsion type is macroemulsion, which can be found in many different products, 
such as milk, beverages, mayonnaise, coatings, desserts, etc. [4].  
Table 2.1: Thermodynamic and physicochemical properties of different types of emulsions [18] 
Emulsion Type  Droplet Size Thermodynamic 
Stability 
Optical Properties 
Macroemulsion 100 nm-100 µm Instable Opaque/Turbid 
Nanoemulsion 10-100 nm Instable Lucent/Turbid 
Microemulsion 2-100 nm Stable Lucent/Turbid 
  In terms of emulsifying agents, emulsions can be divided into two types: classical emulsions 
and Pickering emulsions. Classical emulsions are stabilized by surface-active agents like 
surfactants (small amphiphilic molecules with both hydrophilic groups and hydrophobic groups) 
and amphiphilic polymers (e.g., proteins and polysaccharides from natural sources, synthetic 
surface-active polymers) [22, 23], while in case of Pickering emulsions, solid particles absorb at 
the oil/water interface to stabilize the emulsion droplets [24], as shown in Figure 2.2. 
        
Figure 2.2: Schematic graphs of an O/W classical (surfactant-based) emulsion and an O/W 
Pickering emulsion [24]. 
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  Compared to classical emulsions, the specific property of Pickering emulsions is their high 
resistance to coalescence [25]. Meanwhile, Pickering emulsions retain the basic characteristics of 
classical emulsions and can be emulsions of any type, either O/W emulsions, W/O emulsions, or 
even multiple emulsions, therefore, a Pickering emulsion can be substituted for a classical 
emulsion in most cases [26]. Different to surfactants, being amphiphilic is not a necessary 
condition for the adsorption of solid particles at the oil/water interface, and thus the adsorption 
mechanism of solid particles is very different than from surfactants. Normally, the adsorption of 
solid particles at the oil/water interface requires the partial or intermediate wetting of the surface 
of solid particles by water and oil. Consequently, the contact angle (θ) of the oil/water interface 
with the solid particles turned out to be a very important factor, which determines the emulsion 
type and stability. As illustrated in Figure 2.3, an optimum stabilization of emulsions is located at 
θ = 90°, while O/W emulsions are formed preferentially for θ slightly less than 90° and W/O 
emulsions can be formed for θ slightly larger than 90°. However, no stable emulsions can be 
obtained if the particles are completely wetted either by the water or by the oil (i.e., they become 
dispersed in either individual phase, respectively) [24, 27].  
 
Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of solid particles at an oil/water interface and influence of 
the contact angle on the type of emulsion. 
  To stabilize oil droplets, the diameter of solid particles should be smaller than emulsion 
droplets, e.g., nanometric solid particles are able to stabilize emulsion droplets as small as few 
micrometers. Considering that the size of solid particles is small enough, so that the gravity effect 
can be neglected, the energy (E) required in removing a solid particle with a radius r from the 
oil/water interface turns out to be:  
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                                                        r2γow (1  cos )
2
                                              (1) 
where γow and  represent the oil/water interfacial tension and contact angle, respectively [28]. 
Since the energy barrier (E) to remove the solid particle from the oil/water interface is generally 
multiple orders of magnitude larger than the thermal energy (kT), the adsorption of solid particle 
can be considered as irreversible once they are attached to the interface [26]. This is different to 
surfactants which adsorb and desorb on a relatively fast timescale. In addition, the droplet size of 
Pickering emulsions can be reduced by increasing particle concentration or by decreasing particle 
size, and is also affected by process conditions such as emulsification times and energy levels 
[29]. The high stability of Pickering emulsions combined with their surfactant-free character 
makes them attractive in plenty of fields, especially in food and pharmaceutical applications, 
when using food-grade or biocompatible particles as Pickering emulsifiers. 
2.1.2 Emulsion preparation  
      Generally, the preparation of emulsion systems requires a continuous phase, a dispersed 
phase, an emulsifying agent and energy input (homogenization). In the special case of 
encapsulation of lipophilic components, these should be first dispersed in the oil phase prior to 
homogenization (Figure 2.4). The selection of emulsifying agents and homogenization techniques 
is a key issue for emulsion preparation processes, which not only affects the emulsion type and 
stability, but also affects the final application. In the following sections, emulsifying agents and 
homogenization techniques used to produce emulsions are discussed. 
 
Figure 2.4: A general process of O/W emulsion preparation, at the presence of oil, water and 
emulsifying agents. 
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2.1.2.1 Emulsifying agents 
      Emulsifying agents used for emulsion preparation include surfactants, amphiphilic polymers 
as well as solid particles, as mentioned above. It should be noted that thickening agents that are 
used for the stabilization of emulsions are different than emulsifying agents. Thickening agents 
are typically used to develop emulsion stability by increasing the viscosity in the continuous 
phase of emulsions and limiting the movements of droplets, but it alone cannot form emulsions 
and needs the assistance of emulsifying agents [30]. The main functions of emulsifying agents 
include [5, 31]: 
 Reducing the oil/water interfacial tension, and decreasing the requirement for energy 
input for the degradation of coarse droplets and thus facilitating the formation of smaller 
droplets; 
 Preventing coalescence and separation into two immiscible phases by creating an 
interfacial protective layer on the surface of droplets, based on steric and/or electrostatic 
interactions; 
 Providing additional functions like interacting with other bioactive components, forming 
films and controlling the transport of moisture or oxygen.  
      Surfactants. Surfactant is a class of small surface-active molecules that consist of a 
hydrophilic head group and lipophilic tail group. Low molecular weight surfactants are very 
mobile at the interface and the rapid adsorption of surfactants at the freshly created oil/water 
interface during emulsification can greatly reduce the surface tension of this interface, and thus 
ensure the formation of smaller emulsion droplets (Figure 2.2, left) [26]. The tail group varies in 
number, length and degree of saturation, while the head group may vary in physical dimensions 
and electrical charge. Surfactants can be classified as anionic, cationic and nonionic according to 
the type of polar group on the head group. The ionic surfactants have good water solubility and 
are generally used to make O/W emulsions, while the nonionic surfactants can be used to make 
either type of emulsions. Surfactants are very common ingredients in many application fields, 
especially in food, pharmaceutical and cosmetic industries. However, the presence of some 
synthetic surfactants often show adverse effects (e.g., tissue irritation, hemolytic behaviour, etc.), 
and in some cases, the deposition of surfactant-contained industrial and household waste on land 
and into water systems is found to be toxic to animals, humans and ecosystems, which somehow 
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increases environmental contaminants [32]. Therefore, the identification of other surface-active 
compounds with good surface activity but low toxicity turns out to be of great interest. 
  Surface-active biopolymers. In food and pharmaceutical applications, the emulsifying agents 
used to prepare emulsions should be safe accepted substances (generally recognized as safe-
GRAS). For lipophilic ingredients encapsulation, it is better to select wall materials from a 
diverse range of natural biomaterials or food additives that have good surface-active properties. 
Natural biopolymers, e.g., proteins, polysaccharides, co-polymers (protein/polysaccharide 
complexes) have been employed to deliver a range of functional ingredients into foods [19, 36]. 
Compared to synthetic surfactants and polymers, the emulsifying agents obtained from natural 
polymers are biocompatible, biodegradable, and also have low toxicity, thus attracting more and 
more attention. Details about the emulsifying properties of proteins, polysaccharides, and 
protein/polysaccharide complexes will be presented later in Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.4, respectively. 
  Pickering emulsifiers. In the case of Pickering emulsions, most of the particles used in the 
fundamental studies are synthetic or inorganic particles (e.g., silica particles), which greatly limit 
their applications in food and pharmaceutical industries [33, 34]. Recently, the development of 
bio-sourced particulate Pickering emulsifiers has received increasing attention. However, 
Pickering emulsifiers should have intermediate wettability and meanwhile insolubility in both the 
water and oil phases [35, 36], which makes the development of an effective bio-based Pickering 
emulsifier a very challenging task. In the past decades, only a few biocompatible materials, 
including chitin nanocrystal particles [37], starch granules [38], cellulose particles [39], and 
water-insoluble zein [40] have been shown employable as effective Pickering emulsifiers. 
Therefore, in order to meet the variable requests for specific applications, the development of 
more bio-sourced and even edible Pickering emulsifiers is desirable. 
2.1.2.2 Homogenization techniques  
      Emulsions can be prepared by mechanical and non-mechanical methods. During the 
formation of emulsion droplets, a considerable amount of energy input is required. Currently, the 
most widely applied method for emulsion preparation is using intense mechanical force to 
homogenize the mixture of oil and aqueous phase in the presence of emulsifiers [41, 42]. The 
best-known homogenizers using mechanical force to prepare emulsions are high shear mixers, 
high pressure homogenizers, ultrasonic homogenizers and membrane homogenizers [43]. 
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Generally, the level of energy input for homogenization increases in the following order: high-
shear mixers, ultrasonic homogenizers, and high-pressure homogenizers. The energy input level 
not only affects the emulsification efficiency (e.g., affecting emulsion droplet size), but also may 
influence the properties of emulsifiers, e.g., their surface activities or aggregated state could be 
changed during homogenization because of the intense mechanical force [44]. The determination 
of homogenization techniques and processing conditions usually depends on the characteristics of 
the materials being homogenized (e.g., interfacial tension, viscosity) and also the requirements 
for the final applications (e.g., droplet size and droplet concentration). 
2.1.3 Emulsion stability 
2.1.3.1 Destabilization mechanism 
      The most challenging part raised by the use of emulsions is their thermodynamic instability. 
Emulsions tend to be physically unstable especially when they undergo environmental stress such 
as heating, freezing, pH and ionic strength changes [31, 45]. After homogenization, the interfacial 
area between the continuous and the dispersed phases is significantly increased; therefore, the 
interfacial free energy is considerably augmented. With respect to thermodynamic concepts, 
emulsions tend to separate into two phases in order to minimize the interfacial area and towards 
their minimum energy state [46]. Generally, emulsions can fail in four different ways, including 
flocculation, coalescence, creaming and breaking (as shown in Figure 2.5).  
 
Figure 2.5:  Schematic illustration on failures of O/W emulsions. 
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  Flocculation and coalescence are the main destabilization mechanisms. Flocculation occurs 
when there is not sufficient repulsion to keep droplets away from each other and thus the van der 
Waals attraction has an opportunity to drive the system. It may occur either by depletion or 
bridging mechanisms, as shown in Figure 2.6 in the presence of a polymer [8].  
 
Figure 2.6: Schematic diagram illustrating depletion (a) and bridging (b) flocculation 
mechanisms in the presence of a polymer [8]. 
      The formed flocs are the first step to coalescence and creaming. In some cases, the 
flocculation is reversible and can be broken by simple hand shaking or magnetic stirring; while in 
other cases, it is irreversible and droplets tend to coalesce, and then the droplet size distribution 
gradually shifts toward larger values. Over time, emulsions may further undergo creaming, which 
is the migration of oil droplets to the top of the dispersion because of the gravitational force on 
oil and water phases that differ in density. Ultimately, these can lead to the oiling off where 
emulsions separate into oil and water phases. For a specific application, it is very important to 
determine the effect of environmental conditions (e.g., pH, temperature) on emulsion stability, 
thus to find appropriate conditions to slow down these destabilization mechanisms.  
2.1.3.2 Stabilization methods 
      To kinetically stabilize emulsions, corresponding methods have to be established, such as 
electrostatic stabilization, steric stabilization, the addition of small particles, surfactants or 
thickening agents [47, 48]. The traditional method is using monomeric surfactants such as 
sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) to decrease the O/W interfacial tension and increase emulsion 
stability. However, it can be potentially toxic towards the environment or causing irritation, as 
discussed in the previous section. The presence of some biopolymers (like proteins and 
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polysaccharides) can prevent flocculation and coalescence by providing both electrostatic and 
steric stabilization. In other cases, non-adsorbing thickening polysaccharides and biopolymer gels 
can reduce emulsion droplets movements and contacts by increasing the viscosity of the 
continuous phase. Small particles acting as Pickering emulsifiers can also strongly adsorb on the 
droplet surface and form protective physical barriers, thus preventing coalescence effectively as 
mentioned before. Here, it should be noted that the efficiency of emulsion stabilization by a 
biopolymer is determined by several factors, including polymer nature and concentration, 
solution pH and ionic strength, etc. Therefore, it is of key importance to control these parameters 
when formulating a biopolymer-stabilized emulsion [8].  
      The stability of emulsion can also be improved by designing a multilayer interfacial structure 
[49-51]. The multilayer emulsion is one example of electrostatic and polymeric stabilization. The 
scheme for multilayer emulsion preparation is shown in Figure 2.7. Compared to conventional 
emulsions, the continuous layer-by-layer (LBL) adsorption of oppositely charged polyelectrolytes 
onto primary emulsion droplets improves the physical stability of emulsions, thus enhances the 
robustness of the interface and protects sensitive active agents against undesirable physical and 
chemical influences [31]. 
 
Figure 2.7: Schematic representation of the formation of multilayer emulsions [1]. 
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2.1.4 Emulsion characterization and stability assessment 
      A general overview of the most common but not exhaustive used techniques for the 
characterization of emulsion is summarized in this section. All the characterization methods are 
utilized for the elucidation of the stabilization mechanisms and thus to find a way to control them. 
2.1.4.1 Droplet size determination 
      The measurement of droplet size is one of the most important characterization for emulsion 
systems, since other properties such as appearance, stability and rheological behavior are 
significantly affected by droplet size. Droplet size and size distribution can be measured by 
means of various techniques, such as optical microscopy [52], dynamic light scattering [53] and 
laser diffraction [54]. For poly-dispersed emulsions, a mean droplet size is often presented rather 
than the whole distribution. The widely used terms for mean droplet size determination are area-
weighted averaged diameter (d32) which is related to the average surface area of droplets exposed 
to the continuous phase per unit volume of emulsion, and volume-weighted average diameter (d43) 
which is more sensitive to the presence of large droplets.   
2.1.4.2 Zeta potential measurement 
      Measuring the zeta potential of emulsions can provide valuable information to predict 
flocculation and coalescence in the case of electrostatically stabilized emulsions [55]. It is worthy 
to mention that the effective charge of a droplet is different from its actual charge due to the 
presence of counter-ions in the solution. The counter-ions close to the droplet surface are attached 
by electrostatic interactions and form the Stern layer, which decreases the actual charge of the 
droplet. Once applying an electrical field, the adsorbed Stern layer can move together with the 
droplet. The electrophoretic mobility (µep) of the droplet is first measured and then the zeta 
potential is calculated using Henry’s equation:  
                                                                µep = 2εζf(ka)/3η                                                            (2) 
where ε is the liquid dielectric constant, ζ is the zeta potential, η is the viscosity of the continuous 
phase and f(ka) is Henry’s function constant. Therefore, the calculated zeta potential is actually 
related to the electronic potential of the Stern layer. In emulsion systems, a lower zeta potential 
value facilitates droplet contact and flocculation may occur, and conversely, a higher zeta 
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potential value can effectively avoid droplet flocculation. In addition, the presence of ions in 
emulsion systems can electrostatically screen the droplet charge and induce flocculation, which 
can also be detected by zeta potential measurements [56]. 
2.1.4.3 Emulsion stability 
      Emulsion stability is one of the most important factors that need to be considered during the 
development of a novel emulsion system. The physical stability can be evaluated by classical or 
accelerated aging methods. The classical method monitors the emulsion stability by storing 
emulsion samples under test conditions and examines the time-evolution of droplet size and 
appearance (e.g., the height of the creaming layer) at regular periodic intervals. In accelerated 
aging methods, the conditions that an emulsion could undergo during transportation and storage 
are mimicked. For example, it allows evaluating emulsion stability at different temperatures and 
storage times by conducting repeated heating/cooling cycles, or it can speed up the creaming rate 
by introducing centrifugation [57]. However, when using accelerated methods to map out the 
emulsion stability, conclusions should be drawn carefully since these methods do not perfectly 
mimic the natural aging process. 
2.1.4.4 Rheological properties 
      The rheological properties of emulsions are influenced by various parameters, including oil 
volume fractions, droplet-droplet interactions and the viscosity of the continuous phase [58]. 
Several analyses are available to investigate emulsion rheological properties, such as steady flow, 
creep and oscillatory experiments. The most encountered rheological behavior of emulsions is its 
shear-thinning behavior, i.e., the apparent viscosity decreases as shear rate increases. In small 
amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS) measurements, it allows the determination of viscoelastic 
properties like storage (G’) and loss moduli (G”). Based on these rheological parameters it is 
possible to infer the properties of the emulsions, i.e. its texture. Besides, the conduction of time 
and temperature sweeps in SAOS tests could also provide valuable data for the evaluation of 
emulsion stability and droplet interactions. 
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2.2 Protein/polysaccharide complexes 
2.2.1 Molecular characteristics of proteins and polysaccharides 
      Knowledge on molecular characteristics such as composition, molecular weight, charge 
density and structural properties is of great importance for protein-polysaccharide interactions. 
During the selection process of proteins and polysaccharides to form biopolymer complexes, it 
should not only consider the assembly ability of the biopolymers and the functional requirements 
for the final applications (e.g., charge, size and stability to environmental conditions), but also 
put emphasis on cost and composition. 
      Proteins are biopolymers containing 20 different types of amino acids, each with distinct 
chemical properties (as shown in Figure 2.8). The amino acids are linked to each other through a 
covalent peptide bond and then form a long peptide chain, namely, the primary structure of a 
protein. The side chain of the amino acid can be polar or nonpolar, positive or negative. Each 
type of protein is different in its amino acid sequence and number, which makes each protein 
unique. 
 
Figure 2.8: The 20 amino acids found in proteins. 
      Secondary structure of a protein refers to the coiling or folding of a polypeptide chain, which 
gives the protein a unique shape. It mainly contains two types of structure, namely, alpha helixes 
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and beta sheets, which are secured by hydrogen bonding in the polypeptide chain. In the tertiary 
structure of proteins, the alpha helixes and beta sheets are folded into a compact globular 
structure, maintained by several types of bond and forces, including hydrophobic interactions, 
hydrogen bonding, ionic bonding, disulfide bonds and van der Waals forces. Quaternary structure 
is the three-dimensional structure of a protein macromolecule formed by the interactions of 
multiple polypeptide chains; each of them is referred to as a subunit. Similar as the tertiary 
structure, the quaternary structure is stabilized by the same non-covalent interactions and 
disulfide bonds. 
      The 3-D structure of a protein is intrinsically determined by its primary structure, and the 
sequence of amino acids establishes a protein's structure and specific function. For example, in 
Figure 2.9, it is clearly illustrated how the conformational structure of a protein is affected by 
amino acid composition. The hydrophobic side chains (green one) seek to avoid water and 
position themselves towards the center of the protein, and amino acids with hydrophilic side 
chains (blue one) tend to expose themselves to the aqueous environment, which finally leads to 
the formation of a globular structure. While for linear proteins such as collagen and gelatin, the 
specific amino acid composition and sequence lead to the formation of a triple helical structure or 
a random coil, instead of a globular structure [59]. 
 
Figure 2.9: A protein consists of a polypeptide backbone with attached hydrophobic and 
hydrophilic side chains. 
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      From a chemical aspect, proteins are by far the most structurally complex and functionally 
sophisticated biomolecules. The organization of proteins also greatly depends on various 
environmental conditions such as temperature, pH, ionic strength and solvent, and as a response, 
proteins tend to form a structure with minimum free energy in order to reach the most stable state 
[7]. Among them, pH is the most important factor that determines the conformation and charge 
density of protein molecules, and the pH where the net charge is equal to zero is called the 
isoelectric point (pI). The structure and pI of several food-grade proteins including both animal 
and plant proteins are listed in Table 2.2 [60]. Except for gelatin which is a linear protein, most 
proteins are globular. Besides, the price of gelatin is lower as compared to most globular proteins.  
Table 2.2: Molecular characteristics of food-grade proteins [60] 
Name Source Structure pI 
Bovine serum albumin Bovine blood/milk Globular 4.7 
Gelatin Collagen Linear 7-9.4
a
; 4.8-5.5
b
 
Ovalbumin Egg white Globular 
(backbone) 
4.5-4.7 
Soy glycinin Soybean Globular 5 
β-Lactoglobulin Whey protein Globular 4.8-5.1 
a
 Type A gelatin; 
b
 Type B gelatin. 
      Polysaccharides are biopolymers comprised of repeated monosaccharide units that are 
conjugated by a glycosidic bond. The molecular structure of polysaccharides can range from 
linear to highly branched, depending on the monomer sequence and environmental conditions. 
The molecular characteristics of several food-grade polysaccharides are summarized in Table 2.3. 
The molecular properties of a polysaccharide such as molecular weight, flexibility, branching 
degree and charge properties can greatly affect its functional properties, and thus should be taken 
into account. The charge property of polysaccharides depends on the number and character of 
protonated functional groups, which can be adjusted by varying solution conditions, especially 
the pH value. A polysaccharide can be positively charged (e.g., chitosan), negatively charged 
(e.g., gum Arabic and carrageenan) or neutral (e.g., starch and cellulose), according to the pKa of 
the charged groups, if present. Cationic polysaccharides tend to be positive at a pH value above 
their pKa but neutral below, whereas anionic polysaccharides tend to be negative at a pH value 
above their pKa but neutral below.  
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Table 2.3: Molecular characteristics of food-grade polysaccharides [7] 
Name Main structure type Major monomer 
Chitosan Linear 2-Amino-2-deoxy-β-D-glucose 
Carrageenan Linear/helical Sulfated galactan 
Gum Arabic Branched coil domains on protein 
scaffold 
Galactose 
Pectin Highly branched coil Glucuronate (backbone) 
Alginate Linear β-D-Mannuronic Acid 
2.2.2 Emulsifying properties of proteins and polysaccharides 
      In the food industry, both proteins and polysaccharides have been employed as emulsifiers or 
stabilizers in the production of food emulsions. Proteins are of particular interest in terms of their 
emulsifying properties due to their amphiphilic nature and nutritional content. The hydrophobic 
side chains of proteins can interpenetrate in the lipid phase to various degrees, while the 
hydrophilic side chains remain in the water phase [61], so protein-stabilized emulsions can 
provide both types of stabilization, either steric or electrostatic. There are three main stages for 
the adsorption of proteins at the oil/water interface: diffusion from the bulk to the vicinity of the 
interface, actual adsorption and reorganization of the adsorbed proteins. Compared to small 
surfactant molecules, the adsorption rate of protein molecules is relatively slow, but it is faster 
than for polysaccharides. The intermolecular interactions between protein molecules adsorbed at 
the oil/water interface can lead to the formation of a viscoelastic film that prevents coalescence 
[62]. Since each protein has a unique primary structure, different proteins possess various 
amounts of hydrophobic groups and exhibit different flexibility, and consequently diverse 
interfacial properties. Many proteins, like whey proteins (ovalbumins, lactoglobulins and 
lysozymes), bovine serum albumins, gelatin, etc., have been investigated and used as emulsifiers 
for several decades [63]. The adsorption of proteins at the oil/water interface can effectively 
stabilize emulsions by preventing droplet aggregation and coalescence. However, once the pH 
value of the emulsion is close to the isoelectric point of the adsorbed protein, droplet aggregation 
may occur because of the net zero charge on the protein. This is one of the limitations when using 
proteins to stabilize emulsions. 
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      The hydrophilic character and high molecular weight of polysaccharides make them well 
known for their water-holding and thickening properties. For their use in stabilizing emulsion 
droplets, two categories can be proposed, i.e., adsorbing polysaccharides and non-adsorbing 
polysaccharides [8]. As their name says, non-adsorbing polysaccharides do not have much of a 
tendency to adsorb at fluid interfaces and decrease the oil/water interfacial tension, thus they have 
no or limited surface activity. The non-adsorbing polysaccharides, such as xanthan gum, alginate, 
carrageenan, etc., improve the emulsion stability mainly by gelling or increasing the viscosity of 
the continuous phase, which can effectively slow down droplet movements and encounters [64]. 
Adsorbing polysaccharides, like gum Arabic, cellulose derivatives, acetylated pectin from sugar 
beet, etc. can adsorb at the oil droplet surface to lower the oil/water interfacial tension, and then 
stabilize emulsion droplets through electrostatic and/or steric repulsive forces [65]. However, as 
mentioned in the previous section, the adsorption rate of polysaccharides at the oil/water interface 
is much slower than that of proteins, which somehow limits their applications in the stabilization 
of emulsion systems. 
      The combination of the advantages of polysaccharides (steric repulsion and/or viscosity 
enhancement) and proteins (fast adsorption) in the same system has shown the potential to create 
novel emulsions with improved stability and functionality, and thus has been increasingly studied. 
In Sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.4, the interactions between proteins and polysaccharides as well as the 
emulsifying properties of protein/polysaccharide complexes will be discussed.       
2.2.3 Protein-polysaccharide interactions 
      The interactions between proteins and polysaccharides depend on the nature of the polymers 
used, the solution composition and environmental conditions. Phase separation can occur through 
two different physicochemical mechanisms, namely, associative and segregative separation 
(Figure 2.10). For an aqueous solution containing a protein and a polysaccharide that have a 
sufficiently strong attractive force (normally, electrostatic attraction) between them, it can form a 
homogeneous solution with protein/polysaccharide soluble complexes, or when the soluble 
complexes further flocculate to reduce the free energy of the system, it will separate into two 
phases, i.e., a concentrated phase that is rich in biopolymers and a dilute phase that is depleted 
[66]. 
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Figure 2.10: Schematic illustration of protein-polysaccharide interaction [7]. 
2.2.3.1 Driving force 
      It is generally acknowledged that electrostatic interactions are the most common forces 
involved in complex formation between charged macromolecules. Therefore, the 
physicochemical parameters influencing the charge density of proteins and polysaccharides play 
an important role in the control of the final complexes. Besides, processing conditions affecting 
charge properties also have a significant influence on the formation of protein/polysaccharide 
complexes [67, 68]. The most important physicochemical and processing parameters include pH 
value, ionic strength, temperature, and protein to polysaccharide ratio, total biopolymer 
concentration, biopolymer molecular weight and chain flexibility. For example, attractive 
interactions may occur between positively charged proteins (pH<pI) and anionic polysaccharides 
at low ionic strength, or between negatively charged proteins (pH>pI) and cationic 
polysaccharides. In some cases, complex formation is still possible for proteins and 
polysaccharides with the same net charge because of the presence of oppositely charged regions 
on the proteins, usually called “patches” [69]. 
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      Other non-Coulombic interactions such as hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic effect may 
also affect the formation of protein/polysaccharide complexes. Several approaches can be used to 
determine the effect of hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic interactions on protein/polysaccharide 
complexation. Altering temperature is one strategy to detect the contribution of hydrogen 
bonding or hydrophobic interactions, since a lower temperature is favourable to hydrogen 
bonding, while a higher temperature favors hydrophobic interactions [70]. For example, for the 
complexation of soybean 11S globulin and carboxymethyl cellulose, a decrease of temperature 
was found to induce phase separation, indicating the importance of hydrogen bonding in the 
formation of large-scale complexes [71]. Adding urea (which can disturb hydrogen bonding) and 
altering the ionic strength are other approaches applied to study non-Coulombic interactions of 
proteins and polysaccharides [72]. It is also suggested by some authors that the formation of 
primary soluble complexes of biopolymers could be mainly driven by electrostatic interactions, 
while the secondary large-scale aggregation would be greatly related to hydrophobic interactions 
or hydrogen bonding [73]. It should be mentioned that the contribution of non-Coulombic 
interactions intrinsically depends on the molecular characteristics of both protein and 
polysaccharide that are used to form the complexes. So, the question remains open, and in order 
to draw a clear picture, it would be necessary to investigate the molecular interactions of multiple 
combinations of proteins and polysaccharides in mixed systems.       
2.2.3.2 Diverse structures of protein/polysaccharide complexes 
      During the complexation of proteins and polysaccharides, diverse structures including 
soluble/insoluble complexes, coacervates and gels are formed (as shown in Figure 2.11). The 
final structure of the protein/polysaccharide complexes mainly depends on protein/polysaccharide 
binding affinity, molecular charge density, and molecular conformation (e.g., chain flexibility) 
[74]. Both insoluble complexes and coacervates are related to phase separation phenomena, so 
there is some confusion in the scientific literature where sometimes complexes are referred to as 
“coacervates”. Actually, a coacervate is a liquid phase and always presents a spherical structure 
within another liquid phase (Figure 2.11 a), whereas insoluble complexes are referred to as “co-
precipitates” with irregular microscopic structures (Figure 2.11 b). It is still not completely 
understood which mechanisms favor the formation of these different structures, but a general 
trend is that the formation of insoluble complexes and coacervates could be related to the chain 
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stiffness and charge density of polysaccharides, namely, polysaccharides having moderate charge 
density and flexible conformation would preferably form coacervates with proteins, whereas the 
reverse, i.e., polysaccharides with high charge density and/or stiffer structure would favor the 
formation of insoluble complexes [75]. Here, it should be noted that protein/polysaccharide 
complexes formed with different protein/polysaccharide couples bear enormous structural 
differences and functional properties, even if they have a similar structural type. 
 
Figure 2.11: Phase contrast micrographs of the different structures that can be formed during the 
electrostatic complexation of proteins and polysaccharides: (a) coacervates; (b) insoluble 
complexes; and (c) electrostatic gel. The scale bars is 40 µm [75].  
2.2.3.3 Structural evolution of protein/polysaccharide complexes 
      In the previous section, different final structures of protein/polysaccharide complexes were 
presented. In fact, for a certain protein/polysaccharide couple, the formation of complexes is a 
kinetic process affected by pH and storage time, and the structure of complexes can evolve from 
a soluble to an insoluble state, or to coacervate or gel.  
      pH-induced structural evolution. As an electrostatic-induced process, the structural transition 
of protein/polysaccharide complexes is very much influenced by pH. Turbidity measurement is a 
commonly used method to monitor the structural evolution of protein/polysaccharide complexes. 
Figure 2.12 shows the pH-controlled turbidity evolution of complexes formed with an anionic 
polysaccharide (pKa = 2) and a globular protein ( pI = 4.5) [76]. When pH is above the pI of the 
protein, or below the pKa of the polysaccharide, no complexes are formed; while when the pH is 
close to the pI of the protein, the curve begins at a critical pHc, which is characterized by a slow 
increase in turbidity and indicates the formation of soluble complexes. As pH continues to 
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decrease, the increasing charges on the protein molecules favor the interactions with the 
polysaccharide until pHφ is reached, which is characterized by a sharp increase in turbidity. At 
this point, the net charge of the primary soluble complexes is quite low and they tend to self-
associate to form large-scale insoluble complexes or coacervates. At the point of charge 
equivalence or stoichiometry, complexes can achieve neutrality, and usually the complex yield is 
highest at this point. In the literature, similar pH-induced structural evolution has been reported 
for other protein/polysaccharide couples (e.g., whey protein isolate/acacia gum and β-
lactoglobulin/pectin systems) [75, 77]. 
 
Figure 2.12: Schematic representation of the turbidity evolution over the course of acidification 
for a hypothetical system containing a globular protein (circles) interacting with a anionic 
polysaccharide (coils) [76]. 
      Similar as the formation of insoluble complexes and coacervates, the generation of 
protein/polysaccharide electrostatic gels can also be pH-controlled. In Laneuville’s work, where 
β-lactoglobulin and xanthan gum are used to form electrostatic gels, it shows that the increase of 
the net opposite charge can finally lead to the formation of electrostatic gels, as shown in Figure 
2.13 [78]. The soluble complexes start to be formed based on the interaction between negatively 
charged xanthan gum and positively charged patches on the β-lactoglobulin protein surface. As 
the net opposite charge continues to increase, the primary complexes first aggregate into 
secondary complexes with denser structure, and then cluster-cluster aggregation makes the whole 
structure freeze-in at the point of gelation.  
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Figure 2.13: Schematic representation of the structural evolution of a electrostatic gel formed 
with oppositely charged proteins (circles) and polysaccharides (coils) [78]. 
      Time-induced structural evolution. Although many protein/polysaccharide systems 
macroscopically change (e.g., from being transparent to turbid, or even leading to phase 
separation) over the course of minutes to days, little attention has been paid to the temporal 
domain based on the existing literature. Most of the prior studies have focused on the effects of 
mixing ratio, pH, ionic strength, and other external parameters on the formation of 
protein/polysaccharide complexes, usually at a fixed point in time [73, 75, 76]. However, the 
effect of the time-induced structural evolution of protein/polysaccharide systems is expected to 
be significant for any industrial application, especially with regard to colloidal stability. Very 
recently, Zhang and his coworkers investigated the colloidal stability and temporal evolution of 
polyelectrolyte complexes formed with two model polyelectrolytes: an anionic polyelectrolyte 
(poly (sodium 4-styrenesulfonate, (PSS)) and a cationic polyelectrolyte (poly 
(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) (PDAC)) [79]. They found that the process of complexation 
contains two steps: formation of primary polyelectrolyte complexes followed by a growth of 
secondary polyelectrolyte complex particles due to the aggregation of the primary particles. The 
altering of salt concentration appeared to strongly affect the time-dependent behavior of the 
polyelectrolyte complexes. Their results based on the strong polyelectrolyte systems have shed a 
light on the understanding of the temporal behavior of polyelectrolyte complexes. For the 
investigation of temporal evolution of protein/polysaccharide systems, which are both weak 
polyelectrolytes, more studies based on different protein/polysaccharide couples are required.  
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2.2.4 Emulsifying properties of protein/polysaccharide complexes  
      The formation of electrostatic complexes between proteins and polysaccharides enable the 
design of novel microstructures with improved physicochemical properties including gelling, 
foaming and emulsifying properties, and has been of general interest in various applications such 
as pharmaceuticals, tissue engineering, food, environmental and cosmetic fields, due to the 
versatility of materials prepared with this approach, as well as the bio-based source 
characteristics and unique functional properties of proteins and polysaccharides [80, 81].  
      There have been extensive studies on the emulsifying properties of protein/polysaccharide 
complexes, which are able to create novel emulsions with improved stability and functionality 
because of the combination of the advantages of polysaccharides (steric repulsion or viscosity 
enhancement) and proteins (fast adsorption compared to polysaccharides). Table 2.4 shows the 
main studies based on the emulsifying properties of protein/polysaccharide complexes. 
Specifically, there are two alternative procedures that can be used to prepare emulsions stabilized 
with protein/polysaccharide complexes. One of them is premixing protein and polysaccharide 
solutions in appropriate conditions, and then using the corresponding protein/polysaccharide 
complexes to prepare emulsions [82, 83]. Another procedure is the layer-by-layer (LBL) 
electrostatic deposition technique, as mentioned in Section 2.1.3. Normally, a protein is first used 
for the emulsification due to its faster adsorption at the oil/water interface, and then a 
polysaccharide is added to form a second layer at the protein-stabilized droplet surface through 
attractive electrostatic interactions. A multilayer protection can be achieved by repeating the last 
step using oppositely charged biopolymers [52, 55]. Once the physicochemical conditions (e.g., 
protein/polysaccharide ratio, pH, total biopolymer concentration, ionic strength, etc.) are well-
established, the emulsions prepared based on the LBL method can have a better stability to 
environmental stresses such as pH, heating, freezing and dehydration, than a single interfacial 
layer, because of the stronger protection. However, it is a time-consuming process for the 
selection of suitable conditions and materials, and sometimes the presence of extra 
polysaccharide in the solution bulk can result in depletion flocculation and strongly reduce 
emulsion stability [84]. Compared to LBL methods, using protein/polysaccharide complexes 
directly to form emulsions is more attractive for large-scale production, due to the simplicity, 
fastness, and relative cost-efficiency of this method. 
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Table 2.4: Published studies on emulsifying properties of some protein/polysaccharide complexes. 
 Protein1 Polysaccharide1 
Polysaccharide2 
or protein2 
Experimental conditions 
(pH; incorporation order) 
Ref. 
Bi-layer or 
complexes  
Whey protein 
isolated 
Chitosan - pH 5.5; pr1/ps1 premixed [82] 
Pectin - pH 2-8; pr1/ps1 premixed [83] 
Xanthan gum - pH 7; pr1 then ps1 [85] 
β-lactoglobulin 
Pectin - pH 4-7; pr1 then ps1 [52] 
Alginate - pH 3-7; pr1 then ps1 [86] 
Gum Arabic - pH 4.2; pr1/ps1 premixed [87] 
Tri-layer  β-lactoglobulin 
Pectin Chitosan pH 4; pr1, ps1 then ps2 [52] 
Chitosan Pectin pH 3-7; pr1, ps1 then ps2 [55] 
Chitosan Alginate pH 3-7; pr1, ps1 then ps2 [55] 
      The emulsifying properties of protein/polysaccharide complexes intrinsically depend on the 
characteristics of the raw materials that are used to form the complexes. Plenty of pairs of 
protein/polysaccharide have been investigated for their ability to stabilize emulsions, e.g., whey 
protein isolate/pectin complexes [83], β-lactoglobulin/gum Arabic complexes [87], etc. Most of 
these studies focus on the interactions of globular proteins and anionic polysaccharides, however, 
the investigations are very limited in terms of the complexation of linear proteins (e.g., gelatin) 
and cationic polysaccharides (e.g., chitosan) because of the narrow pH range available for 
complexation, however these systems may be of interest both from a theoretical and practical 
point of view. On the one hand, the linear structure of proteins may result in complexes with 
different conformational structures; on the other hand, the cationic character of the 
polysaccharide may affect the pH range available for complexation, as well as for the emulsion 
preparation. From a practical point of view, novel complex systems combining the specific 
properties of linear proteins and cationic polysaccharides may enable the design of new emulsion 
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systems with targeted properties. In the following section, the molecular characteristics and 
emulsifying properties of chitosan (the only cationic polysaccharide of natural origin) and linear 
gelatin are introduced in details, aiming to provide information for the understanding of their 
complexation and also the emulsifying properties of the corresponding complexes.  
2.3 Chitosan and gelatin 
2.3.1 Molecular structures of chitosan 
      Chitosan is a naturally derived polysaccharide, commonly obtained by the alkaline or 
enzymatic deacetylation of chitin, the second most abundant polysaccharide on earth after 
cellulose, with a DDA (or degree of deacetylation) greater than 60% [88]. As a linear unbranched 
polysaccharide, it is composed of randomly distributed deacetylated units (β-(1-4)-linked D-
glucosamine) and acetylated units (N-acetyl-D-glucosamine). The chemical structure of chitosan 
is shown in Figure 2.14. 
 
Figure 2.14: Chemical structure of chitosan, containing N-acetyl-D-glucosamine (left) and D-
glucosamine (right) units [89]. 
      According to its chemical structure, chitosan is a potentially pH-responsive polymer. The 
protonation of the amino groups makes it soluble and behaves as a cationic polyelectrolyte at a 
pH below its pKa (6.2 ̴ 6.5), while it is insoluble at a pH over its pKa [90]. The protonated and 
deprotonated forms of chitosan are shown in Figure 2.15. 
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Figure 2.15: The protonated and deprotonated forms of chitosan [89]. 
      The resulting charge density on the chitosan chains, which can be affected by DDA, 
molecular weight (Mw) and the distribution of acetyl and amino groups along the polymer 
backbone [91], may influence its conformation and thus the intermolecular forces, including 
electrostatic interaction, hydrophobic effect and hydrogen bonding [92]. For example, an increase 
in DDA can directly augment the number of amino (-NH2) groups and thus increase the charge 
density of chitosan in acidic conditions. Besides, changing the charge density of chitosan chains 
by means of varying pH, ionic strength or solvent type, it is also an effective way to modify the 
physicochemical and rheological properties of chitosan solutions [93].  
      The molecular weight (Mw) of chitosan is another key factor that can influence its 
physicochemical properties, such as solubility and viscosity. The Mw of commercially available 
chitosan ranges from 100 to 1200 kDa. As for other polymers, the viscosity of chitosan solution 
is related to its Mw. Owing to its high molecular weight and linear unbranched structure, chitosan 
is a good viscosity-enhancing agent in acidic conditions below its pKa  [94].  
      The good biodegradability and biocompatibility, as well as low toxicity make chitosan 
attractive in a wide range of applications in food technology, biomedical, and pharmaceutical 
industries [95-97]. Meanwhile, the cationic properties of chitosan also enable it to strongly 
interact with oppositely charged polyelectrolytes, or lipids of bio-membranes [8]. Chitosan has 
been approved as a food additive in Japan and Korea since 1983 and 1995, respectively, and 
approved as a food thickener in meat products in China since 2007 [89]. In USA, chitosan has 
been received a GRAS (generally recognised as safe) status for its use in foods in 2001 [98]. 
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2.3.2 Potential of chitosan as an emulsifier 
      Chitosan has been employed in emulsion stabilization mainly due to its viscosity 
enhancement, since the addition of chitosan in emulsion systems can increase the viscosity of the 
continuous phase, thus slowing down the diffusion of droplets and decreasing the creaming rate 
[99]. In addition, the polyelectrolyte character makes chitosan able to electrostatically interact 
with oppositely charged surface-active polymers or surfactants that are already adsorbed on the 
surfaces of oil droplets, to form a protective interfacial layer via electrostatic and steric 
stabilization, as shown in Figure 2.16. Compared to emulsions containing anionic droplets or 
those coated with thinner layers, emulsions containing cationic chitosan droplets with relatively 
thick interfacial layers can provide better stability against lipid oxidation [100, 101]  and particle 
aggregation [102, 103].  
 
Figure 2.16: Scheme illustrating the potential electrostatic interactions of chitosan at the surface 
of emulsion droplets [89]. 
      However, the potential of chitosan as an emulsifier is still a matter of debate. That is one of 
the reasons why chitosan is classified in the non-adsorbing polysaccharide category. Only few 
papers describe the emulsifying properties of chitosan alone without hydrophobic modification or 
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without combining it with other surface active agents. In some articles, chitosan is reported for its 
low surface activity at the oil/water interface, and the increase of chitosan concentration just leads 
to a small overall decrease of surface tension compared to traditional amphiphilic molecules [89, 
104]. With respect to its molecular structure, the lower surface activity of chitosan can be 
understood. Chitosan has many hydrophilic sites (amine groups), but limited hydrophobic sites 
(acetyl amine groups), and moreover, the random distribution of the hydrophobic groups may 
further reduce their capacity to access the oil/water interface because of steric hindrance [105].  
      In some other cases, chitosan is found able to form O/W emulsions. For example,  Schulz et 
al. first reported that chitosan can form a water-in-oil-in-water (W/O/W) multiple emulsion in 
aqueous acetic acid [106]. Then, they investigated the effect of DDA, Mw and polymer 
concentration on the emulsifying properties of chitosan under similar acidic conditions, and 
found that increasing chitosan concentration first augmented its emulsifying properties and then 
decreased them, while DDA showed a reverse effect. They also concluded that chitosan with 
lower Mw had better emulsifying activities than those with higher Mw, because low Mw chitosan 
can adsorb on the surface of oil droplet more easily and compactly [107]. The discrepancies in 
the emulsifying properties of chitosan may be due to the differences in the characteristics of oil 
and the chitosan grades used in different studies.  
      Later, Payet et al. reported that as the pH of a chitosan solution increased to 5, a dense 
polyelectrolytic brush on the water side of the oil/water interface could be produced while the 
hydrophobic sites adsorb on the oil side (as shown in Figure 2.17), and thus the corresponding 
O/W emulsion stability can be increased owing to steric and electrostatic hindrance [108]. 
 
Figure 2.17: A scheme representing the assembly of chitosan on the oil/water interface [108]. 
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      Very recently, Liu et al. found that a simple, reversible O/W Pickering emulsion can be 
formed on the basis of chitosan alone at higher pH values (> pKa chitosan) [109, 110]. When pH 
value was close or above the pKa of chitosan, it turned to be insoluble because of the aggregation 
of chitosan chains induced by the deprotonation of amino groups. When these chitosan 
aggregates were used to prepare O/W emulsions, they could act as a Pickering emulsifier and 
adsorb on the surface of oil droplets to form a physical barrier against coalescence and creaming. 
Interestingly, once the pH was decreased, demulsification happened due to the solubilisation of 
chitosan. In Figure 2.18, the formation the chitosan-based pH-responsive Pickering emulsion is 
presented. Although the droplet size and size distribution is still not as good as other commonly 
used Pickering emulsifiers, the application of chitosan aggregates in the formation of Pickering 
emulsions opens new possibility for the development of bio-based Pickering emulsifiers. The 
advantage of self-aggregated chitosan particles as a novel Pickering emulsifier is that they are 
bio-sourced, biocompatible, relatively inexpensive and even edible, and thus can be promising 
candidates to replace synthetic or inorganic particles in stabilizing food-grade Pickering 
emulsions [111, 112]. 
 
Figure 2.18: The formation of pH-responsive Pickering emulsion using chitosan alone [109]. 
       All the above-mentioned literature suggests the importance of pH on the formation of 
chitosan-stabilized emulsions; however, there is no systematic study on this topic yet, thus 
pointing to the necessity of investigating further the role of pH on the emulsifying properties of 
chitosan. On the other hand, the stability of these chitosan-based emulsions (for both 
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conventional and Pickering) is still a limiting factor for their industrial applications, and thus 
needs to be improved in further studies. 
2.3.3 Molecular structures of gelatin 
      Gelatin is a versatile biodegradable polymer derived from animal collagen (e.g., pig, cow or 
fish), and has been employed in numerous applications in food, pharmaceutical, medical and 
cosmetic fields [113, 114]. As shown in Figure 2.19, collagen is a protein made up of three 
polypeptide strands, which are wound together into a right handed triple helix by hydrogen bonds. 
When collagen is denatured by heating, it undergoes partial hydrolysis and the three amino chains 
are broken down into random coil globs, which is so called gelatin. Gelatin has a structure of a 
linear chain with very little ramifications [115]. The thermoreversible gelling property is a unique 
characteristic of gelatin, which is capable of forming thermally reversible hydrogels. Upon 
cooling, gelatin random coil globs can rearrange to build up hydrogen bonds, and thus the gelatin 
solution is then converted into an elastic gel; while upon heating, the hydrogen bonds can be 
destroyed and the structure of gelatin goes back to random coil globs. The sol-gel transition 
temperature is between 15-36 °C, depending on the type and source of gelatin. Since the sol-gel 
transition temperature is below body temperature, it gives gelatin specific organoleptic and flavor 
release properties [116].  
 
Figure 2.19: The molecular structure of collagen and gelatin, as well as the thermoreversible 
gelling property of gelatin. 
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      According to the difference in hydrolysis processes, two types of gelatin can be obtained, 
namely, gelatin type A (acid pre-treatment) with an isoelectric point (pI) of 7-9 and gelatin type B 
(alkaline pre-treatment) with a pI of 4.7-5.2. Gelatin contains 18-20 amino acids and about one-
third to half of the total amino acid residues is glycine or alanine. Alanine is the predominant N-
terminal residue of gelatin-A, whereas the proportion of glycine tends to be larger in gelatin-B. 
The amino and carboxyl groups on the peptide chain make gelatin an amphoteric polyelectrolyte. 
A variation of pH affects the charge density of gelatin molecules and the net charge of gelatin can 
evolve from cationic to anionic, as shown below: 
Gelatin-NH
2   
                   Gelatin-NH3
+ 
       Gelatin-COOH                       Gelatin-COO
-
 + H2O 
2.3.4 Potential of gelatin as an emulsifier 
      The amphoteric characteristic combined with the hydrophobic sites on the gelatin chain give 
gelatin surface-active and emulsion-stabilizing properties. Gelatin has been used as an 
emulsifying, foaming, and wetting agent in food, medical, pharmaceutical, and cosmetic 
applications [117]. Gelatin is capable of adsorbing at the oil/water interface and forming a 
continuous viscoelastic film on the surface of oil droplets, thus improving the emulsion stability 
[118]. However, compared to other surface-active components like globular proteins, gelatin is 
generally a weak emulsifier, and the emulsion prepared with gelatin alone often shows relatively 
large droplet sizes [119]. Therefore, hydrophobic modification by the attachment of nonpolar 
side-groups [120], or conjunction with oppositely charged surface-active substances [84] is 
usually carried out to improve the emulsifying properties of gelatin. In addition, the emulsifying 
properties of gelatin also depend on the source and manufacturing process of gelatin. For 
example, mammalian gelatin shows better emulsifying properties compared to gelatin from 
marine resources [121]. It should be mentioned that gelatin is chosen in most applications not 
only for its surface-active properties, but rather due to its unique combination of surface-active, 
chemical, and gelling properties. 
H
+
 
OH
-
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2.4 Summary 
      As reviewed above, proteins and polysaccharides as emulsifiers are of great interest in the 
formation of food-grade emulsions because of their versatility and natural source characteristics. 
There have been extensive studies on the emulsifying properties of commonly used polymeric 
emulsifiers such as whey protein isolate, β-lactoglobulin, gum Arabic, and pectin, because of 
their good surface-active properties. However, investigations on other abundant-occurring 
biopolymers such as chitosan are limited, due to their relatively lower surface activities. 
      Chitosan is the only naturally–derived cationic polysaccharide, the second most abundant 
polysaccharides on earth after cellulose. The good biodegradability, biocompatibility, low 
toxicity, as well as the cationic properties make chitosan attractive in a wide range of applications. 
However, the potential of chitosan as an emulsifier is still a matter of debate. Several recent 
studies show that the stability of chitosan-based emulsions can be improved by altering the 
solution pH, and a Pickering emulsion can even be formed once the pH is close or above the pKa 
of chitosan. These findings indicate the importance of pH on the formation of chitosan-stabilized 
emulsions and point out to the necessity of investigating further the role of pH on the emulsifying 
properties of chitosan. Meanwhile, the stability of chitosan-based emulsions still needs to be 
improved further to fulfill the requirements for their use in industrial applications. 
      Using protein/polysaccharide complexes to stabilize emulsions also attracts more and more 
attention, because this approach combines the functional and nutritional properties of proteins 
and polysaccharides and also gives emulsions novel functionalities. The emulsifying properties of 
protein/polysaccharide complexes greatly depend on the properties of proteins and 
polysaccharides that are used to form complexes. Plenty of protein/polysaccharide couples have 
been investigated for their emulsifying properties and most of these studies have focused on the 
interactions of globular proteins and anionic polysaccharides. However, the potential emulsifying 
properties of complexes fabricated from linear proteins (e.g., gelatin) and cationic 
polysaccharides (e.g., chitosan) are rarely studied because of the narrow pH range available for 
complexation, although they could combine the specific properties of both building blocks and 
enable the design of more diverse emulsion systems.  
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CHAPTER 3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND COHERENCE OF 
ARTICLES 
3.1 Research objectives 
      According to the literature review presented in Chapter 2, the emulsifying properties of 
chitosan are still a matter of debate, and the electrostatic complexation using a cationic 
polysaccharide with linear proteins (especially gelatin and the only naturally derived polycation, 
chitosan) has not been widely investigated, despite the fact that these systems could enable the 
design of more diverse emulsion systems with novel functionalities. Thus, the main objective of 
this work is: 
“To investigate and also improve the emulsifying properties of chitosan and 
chitosan/gelatin complexes” 
      The specific objectives of the current work are: 
      1) To develop long-term stable chitosan-based oil/water emulsions through the control of pH. 
      2) To establish a comprehensive understanding of the electrostatic interactions between 
chitosan and gelatin type B. 
      3) To develop long-term stable oil/water emulsions using chitosan/gelatin complexes. 
3.2 Presentation of articles and coherence with research objectives 
      The following three chapters comprise the articles containing the main scientific findings of 
this study and represent the core of the thesis, which is presented in the form of three peer-
reviewed journal papers. 
      Chapter 4 presents the results of the first paper “Chitosan-based conventional and Pickering 
emulsions with long-term stability” that has been publish in Langmuir (VOL. 32, NO. 4, 929–936, 
2016) (impact factor = 4.457). This journal was chosen because it is the leading journal focusing 
on the fundamental science of systems and materials in which the interface dominates structure 
and function. This paper was submitted on September 24, 2015 and accepted on January 07, 2016. 
In this work, a chitosan-stabilized emulsion with considerable long-term stability was developed 
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with the assistance of ultrasonication. The role of pH and ultrasonication on the molecular 
characteristics of chitosan was first investigated and a link between the molecular characteristics 
and emulsifying properties of chitosan was established. Increasing pH of chitosan solution as 
well as ultrasonication treatment was found beneficial for the improvement of the emulsion 
stability. The results in this work suggest that chitosan possesses great potential to be used as an 
effective pH-controlled emulsifier and stabilizer without the need of other additives. 
      Chapter 5 contains the results of the second article “Complexation of chitosan and gelatin: 
from soluble complexes to colloidal gels” that has been published in International Journal of 
Polymeric Materials and Polymeric Biomaterials (VOL. 65, NO. 2, 96–104, 2016) (impact factor 
= 3.586). This journal was selected because it addresses innovation needs in the areas of both 
polymeric biomaterials and biomedical polymers. This article was submitted on April 10, 2015 
and accepted on July 16, 2015. In this work, the complexation of chitosan and gelatin was 
comprehensively studied as function of pH, ionic strength and storage time. As storage time 
increased, the chitosan/gelatin complexes evolved from soluble to insoluble complexes and 
finally to a viscoelastic colloidal gel. The insoluble CH/GB complexes and the corresponding 
colloidal gel developed in this work may find interesting uses in the scope of delivery of sensitive 
bioactive molecules or nutrients with tailored properties. 
      Chapter 6 presents the results of the third paper “Pickering emulsion gels based on insoluble 
chitosan/gelatin electrostatic complexes” that was submitted to RSC Advances (impact factor = 
3.8). This journal was selected because it is one of the most prestigious platforms for publications 
on the latest progress in chemical science. In this work, insoluble chitosan/gelatin complexes 
were used to prepare Pickering emulsions and gels. The adsorption of CH/GB particles at the 
oil/water interface benefited the formation of smaller emulsion droplet size and effectively 
hindered oil droplets coalescence, as supported by the increase of emulsion long-term stability. 
The results in this work suggest that CH/GB insoluble complex particles are promising 
particulate emulsifiers to fabricate surfactant-free Pickering emulsion gels.  
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4.1 Abstract 
      In this work, chitosan-based conventional and Pickering oil-in-water (O/W) emulsions with 
very fine droplet size (volume average diameter, dv, as low as 1.7 μm) and long-term stability (up 
to 5 months) were ultrasonically generated at different pH values without the addition of any 
surfactant or crosslinking agent. The ultrasonication treatment was found to break and disperse 
chitosan agglomerates effectively (particularly at pH ≥ 4.5) and also reduce the chitosan 
molecular weight, benefiting its emulsification properties. The emulsion stability and emulsion 
type could be controlled by chitosan solution pH. Increasing pH from 3.5 to 5.5 led to the 
formation of conventional emulsions with decreasing droplet size (dv from 14 to 2.1 μm) and 
increasing emulsion stability (from a few days to 2 months). These results can be explained by 
the increase of dynamic interfacial pressure, which results from the conformation transition of 
chitosan molecules from an extended state to a more flexible structure as pH increases. At pH = 
6.5 (the acid dissociation constant (pKa) of chitosan), the chitosan molecules self-assembled into 
well-dispersed nanoparticles (dv = 82.1 nm) with the assistance of ultrasonication, which resulted 
in a Pickering emulsion with the smallest droplet size (dv = 1.7 μm) and highest long-term 
stability (up to 5 months) because of the presence of chitosan solid nanoparticles at the oil/water 
interface. The key originality of this study is the elucidation of the role of pH in the formation of 
conventional and Pickering chitosan-based O/W emulsions with the assistance of ultrasonication. 
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Our results suggest that chitosan possesses great potential to be used as an effective pH-
controlled emulsifier and stabilizer without the need of other additives. 
4.2 Introduction 
      Chitosan is the only naturally occurring cationic polysaccharide. It is derived from the 
alkaline deacetylation of chitin, which is the second most abundant biopolymer after cellulose. As 
a linear polysaccharide, it is composed of randomly distributed deacetylated units (β-(1-4)-linked 
D-glucosamine) and acetylated units (N-acetyl-D-glucosamine). According to its chemical 
structure, chitosan is a potential pH-responsive polymer. The protonation of the amino groups 
makes it soluble and behave as a cationic polyelectrolyte at pH < pKa chitosan (6.5), while it is 
insoluble at pH over its pKa.
1-3
 Other molecular characteristics that can affect the 
physicochemical properties include the degree of deacetylation (DDA), the average molecular 
weight (Mw) and the distribution of acetyl and amino groups along the polymer backbone.
4
 
Owing to its good biodegradability, high biocompatibility, low toxicity, and effective 
antibacterial activity, chitosan is employed in a wide range of applications in food technology, 
biomedical, pharmaceutical, etc.
5-7
 
      Using chitosan to stabilize or produce emulsions is attracting increasing attention. In most 
cases, chitosan acts as an emulsion stabilizer through the formation of an interfacial complex with 
absorbed surface-active agents (e.g., anionic surfactants or proteins), or through viscosity 
enhancement.
8-10
 The cationic character makes chitosan-stabilized emulsions less prone to 
destabilization by multivalent cations (e.g., Ca
2+
),
11
 and  thus lipids in droplets are less 
susceptible to iron-catalyzed oxidation,
12
 resulting in emulsion formulations with a high 
antimicrobial efficacy.
13
 The positively charged droplets also favor interactions with negative 
biological membranes, enhancing the capacity for transport and transfer of drugs into cells.
14
  
      Only few papers describe the emulsification properties of chitosan alone without hydrophobic 
modification or without combining with other surface active agents. Chitosan has many 
hydrophilic sites (amine groups), but limited hydrophobic sites (acetyl amine groups), and the 
random distribution of the hydrophobic groups may further reduce their access to the oil/water 
interface because of steric hindrance.
10
  Schulz et al. first reported on a water-in-oil-in-water 
(W/O/W) multiple emulsion system using chitosan in aqueous acetic acid.
15
 Then, the effect of 
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DDA, Mw and chitosan concentration on the emulsifying properties was studied under similar 
acidic conditions. It was found that increasing chitosan Mw or concentration first increased the 
emulsifying properties of chitosan and then decreased them, while DDA showed a reverse 
effect.
16
 Later, Payet et al. found that increasing pH of chitosan solution to 5 resulted in a dense 
polyelectrolytic brush on the water side of the oil/water interface, and thus the stability of the 
corresponding O/W emulsion was increased owing to steric and electrostatic hindrance.
17
 Very 
recently, it was reported that chitosan aggregates formed at high pH value (> pKa chitosan) could be 
used as particulate emulsifiers to produce Pickering emulsions.
18-20
 Pickering emulsions are 
stabilized by the presence of solid particles instead of surfactants and attract great interest owing 
to some specific characteristics, including high resistance to coalescence and a surfactant-free 
character.
21
 The above-mentioned literature suggests the importance of pH on the formation of 
chitosan-stabilized emulsions, pointing to the necessity of investigating further the role of pH on 
the emulsification properties of chitosan. In addition, in previous studies, the emulsion droplet 
sizes were relatively large (typically over tens of microns) and emulsion stability was not 
satisfying (e.g., creaming happened within one month). Generally, emulsion stability is a kinetic 
concept (i.e., stability over a period of time), since emulsions are thermodynamically unstable.
22
 
Therefore, to extend the shelf life of commercial products, designing an emulsion with a 
sufficiently long kinetic stability is of primary importance.
23
 According to Stokes law, the 
creaming rate of emulsions is proportional to the square of the droplet diameter, and thus the 
emulsion stability can be effectively increased by reducing the droplet size.
24
 
      In the current work, a cost-effective method, i.e., high intensity ultrasonication (HIU), is used 
to produce long-term stability O/W emulsions in the presence of chitosan solely, without using 
any other surfactant. Compared to previous studies, the droplet size is significantly decreased and 
therefore, the emulsion stability is greatly improved, which is of high importance for beverage, 
cosmetic and pharmaceutical applications.
25-26
 The effect of pH and HIU conditions on the 
physicochemical and emulsification properties of chitosan is investigated thoroughly though zeta 
potential and interfacial tension measurements, optical microscopy and atomic force microscopy 
(AFM) observations, as well as rheological testing. This study aims at understanding how 
chitosan molecular characteristics are affected by pH and HIU, and how these influence its 
emulsifying properties, thus providing fundamental information for well controlling the stability 
of chitosan-based emulsions.  
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4.3 Experimental section 
       Materials. Commercial chitosan grades (DDA 85%, dynamic viscosity 60 mPa.s; DDA 90 
%, dynamic viscosity 60, 200, 1000 mPa.s) were supplied in powder form by BioLog 
Biotechnologie und Logistik GmbH (Landsberg, Germany). The dynamic viscosity was 
measured using 1 wt % chitosan dissolved in 1% (v/v) acetic acid at 20 °C. Acetic acid (AcOH, 
99.9%, Fisher Scientific, USA) was used to dissolve chitosan. Corn oil was purchased from a 
local supermarket in Montreal (Canada). All other chemicals used in this work were of analytical 
grade from Sigma-Aldrich.  
     Sample Preparation. Chitosan solutions were prepared by dissolving the powder in a 1% 
(v/v) acetic acid aqueous solution and stirring with a magnetic stirrer at a rate of 300 rpm for 4 h, 
and then stored overnight to allow complete hydration and dissolution. The pH of chitosan 
solutions was adjusted from 3.5 to 6.5 by using NaOH or HCl solutions at concentrations of 0.5 
to 5 M (the higher concentration was used first to minimize the dilution effect). HIU-treated 
chitosan solutions were produced using a high intensity ultrasonic processor (UIP1000hd (20 kHz, 
1000 W), Hielscher Ultrasonics GmbH, Teltow, Germany) with 90% amplitude for 8 min, using 
an ice bath to control temperature and avoid overheating. Deionized water was used for all 
solution preparation and the concentration of chitosan solutions was varied from 0.1 to 2 wt %, 
depending on the requirement for characterization, and thus to ensure the accuracy of the 
corresponding measurement. O/W emulsions containing chitosan were prepared by mixing a 1 wt 
% chitosan solution with corn oil at an oil volume fraction (φ) = 0.1 or 0.2, and homogenizing 
with the high intensity ultrasonic processor at 90% amplitude for 8 min with an ice bath. A 
control emulsion without chitosan was also prepared for comparison. 
      Characterization. (a). Chitosan Solutions. Zeta (ζ) potential and particle size were measured 
for three individual samples with a microelectrophoresis and dynamic light scattering instrument 
(Nano-ZPS, Malvern Instruments, Worcestershire, UK). The turbidity profile was also collected 
using spectrophometric measurements in a UV-Vis Varian spectrophotometer (Cary100, Palo 
Alto, CA, USA), in transmittance mode (% T) at 633 nm. The turbidity index (100 - % T at 633 
nm) was plotted against pH. Rheological measurements were carried out using a rotational 
rheometer (MCR 502, Anton Paar, Graz, Austria) with a coaxial double gap flow geometry 
(DG26.7) under small amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS) mode at 25 °C, within the linear 
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viscoelastic range. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images were acquired in tapping mode using 
a Nanoscope MultiMode AFM (Veeco Instrument, Santa Barbara, USA) driven by a Nanoscope 
III controller. Surface tension (γ) was determined using an optical contact angle measuring 
system (OCA-20, DataPhysics Instruments GmbH, Germany) and through numerical analysis of 
the pendant drop shape using the Young-Laplace equation. Surface pressure (π), calculated as γs – 
γc, where γs and γc are the surface tensions of the solvent and the corresponding chitosan solution 
(at a comparable test time), respectively, was used to interpret the results of surface tension. 
      (b). Chitosan Emulsions. The microstructure of chitosan-based emulsions was observed 
using a Zeiss Axioskop 40 optical microscope (Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH, Jena, Germany). 
The microscopy images were then used to measure the average emulsion droplet size in terms of 
volume-average diameter (dv) and number-average diameter (dn), using a digitizing table from 
Wacom and SigmaScan v.5 software. Three images were selected randomly from two parallel 
experiments and at least 500 droplets were chosen to perform the calculations. The emulsion 
stability was evaluated by visual observation and calculation of the creaming index, which 
reveals the information on the extent of droplet aggregation or coalescence in an emulsion.
27-28
 
The percentage of creaming index was reported as (Hs/Ht) × 100, where Hs is the height of the 
serum layer (the sum of the transparent and/or the turbid layers at the bottom of the container) 
and Ht is the total height of the emulsion. 
      Unless otherwise specified, all measurements were performed at least in duplicates at room 
temperature. 
4.4 Results and discussion 
      Molecular Characteristics of Chitosan Affected by pH and HIU. The existing literature 
related to the emulsification properties of chitosan has shed light on the relationships between 
chitosan’s molecular characteristics and its emulsification properties.10, 15-18 However, the 
evolution of chitosan molecular structure during the emulsifying process is still an issue to be 
addressed. To further clarify this topic, the physicochemical properties of chitosan solutions that 
can reflect the molecular characteristics (e.g., molecular weight, conformational structure, charge 
density, etc.) were examined as a function of pH and HIU. The charge density illustrated by the 
zeta (ζ) potential is shown in Figure 4.1. Due to the deprotonation of amino groups, there is a 
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sharp decrease of the ζ potential from 55.9 mV to 29.1 mV when the pH increases from 3.5 to 
4.5; further increase of pH to 6.5 results in a moderate decrease of the ζ potential to 16.8 mV. The 
decrease with pH of the ζ potential gradually induces the self-agglomeration of chitosan 
molecules, as supported by an increase of turbidity for corresponding chitosan solutions 
(Supporting Information Figure 4.8). On the other hand, the HIU treatment does not affect the ζ 
potential in the tested pH range (Figure 4.1), indicating that the number of amino groups in the 
HIU treated chitosan (CH-HIU) samples is the same as for the original chitosan (CH). It means 
that the DDA of chitosan is not influenced by HIU treatment, which is in accordance with results 
from the literature.
29
  
 
Figure 4.1: Zeta (ζ) potential of chitosan solutions (0.1 wt %) as a function of pH and HIU 
treatment. CH indicates chitosan without HIU; CH-HIU indicates chitosan with 8 min HIU. 
      The effect of pH and ultrasonication on the physical properties of chitosan solutions was 
further confirmed by AFM observations, as shown in Figure 4.2. Without HIU treatment, 
increasing pH leads to more intra- and inter- attractions in chitosan chains due to lower 
electrostatic force, thus a more compact chain structure and an increase of agglomerates, and 
large insoluble ones are even visually observed when the pH is close to the pKa of chitosan (pH 
6.5). Interestingly, after HIU treatment, the agglomerates formed at higher pH values (5.5-6.5) 
disappear. The insoluble agglomerates at pH 6.5 are broken by HIU and assemble into compacted 
CH nanoparticles, indicated from visual comparison of inserted vials as well as AFM 
observations (Figure 4.2a, right top and bottom). The effect of HIU on agglomerate size of 
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chitosan solutions at lower pH (e.g., pH 3.5) is much less than that of higher pH since CH is more 
protonated at lower pH and the strong electrostatic repulsion makes the agglomeration of CH 
negligible, and it is more evident when comparing the turbidity curves of samples CH-HIU and 
CH (Supporting Information Figure 4.8). Similar information can also be gathered from DLS 
analysis, as shown in Figure 4.2b. The agglomeration of chitosan chains induced by increasing 
pH is quantitatively assessed by considering the right-shift of the distribution of volume fraction 
and the increase of volume average diameter (dv) from 4.0 to 850.3 nm. In terms of HIU effect, 
except for pH 3.5, a left-shift on the size distribution curve can be observed for higher pH values 
(pH 4.5 to 6.5), and especially at pH 6.5, where the peaks representing large CH agglomerates 
have all disappeared. As a consequence, dv decreases more at higher pH, e.g., dv goes from 4.0 to 
3.57 nm for pH 3.5, but from 850 to 82.1 nm for pH 6.5. The above results indicate that pH 
effectively affects the size of chitosan agglomerates, and HIU is an effective approach to disperse 
CH, especially at higher pH (5.5-6.5). 
 
 
Figure 4.2: (a) AFM images of chitosan solutions with and without HIU at various pH; the inserts 
are photographs of chitosan solutions at pH 6.5 without HIU (right top) and with 8 min HIU 
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(right bottom). (b) Volume fraction of chitosan molecular agglomerates size (chitosan 
concentration, 0.1 wt %) before and after 8 min HIU as a function of pH. 
      Rheological properties can give information on molecular weight and conformational 
structure of polymer chains. The complex viscosity (*) of chitosan solutions (2 wt %, pH 3.9) 
with and without HIU treatment is shown in Figure 4.3a. There is a notable decrease of *: 4 min 
HIU leading to a 52.4% drop on *, and another 4 min HIU resulting in a decrease of * by 
another 42.6%. Considering that the agglomerate size is not affected significantly by the HIU 
treatment in the lower pH range (< pH 4.5) (Figure 4.2b), the decrease of * at the testing pH is 
mainly due to the HIU-induced decrease of molecular weight. The decrease rate of molecular 
weight can be quantitatively assessed using the adapted form of the power law predicted by the 
theory of reptation (0  Mw
3
), where the zero shear viscosity (0) is taken as proportional to the 
power of 3 of the weight average molecular weight (Mw).
30-31
 The calculations show that the first 
4 min HIU result in a decrease of Mw of about 24%, and the additional 4 min HIU cause a further 
drop of Mw around 15.8%. Longer HIU treatment (8 to 20 min) also decreases *, but much less 
than the first 8 min, and overall, the * is exponentially decreasing with increasing sonication 
time (Supporting Information Figure 4.9). Similar trend is obtained in terms of Mw following the 
power law (0  Mw
3
), which is in accordance with results from the literature.
29, 32
  
      The conformation of chitosan chains in the solid state is coil-like, owing to intramolecular 
hydrogen bonding. After dissolution in acidic medium, hydrogen bonds formed between water 
molecules and chitosan monomeric units may replace parts of intramolecular hydrogen bonds, 
and meanwhile, the protonation of amino groups allows chitosan chains to open up as elongated 
chains because of electrostatic repulsion.
33
 As a key factor that affects the protonation of 
polyelectrolytes, the pH value therefore influences the chain conformation of chitosan. For 
example, increasing the pH of a chitosan solution from 3 to 5 results in a decrease of the 
persistence length of CH chains for several tested DDAs (from 80 to 100%), which indicates a 
more flexible and compact chain structure.
34
 The overall tendency agrees with the results of the 
current work, where rheological properties are examined in the scope of conformation change. As 
shown in Figure 4.3b, increasing pH from 3.5 to 5.5 (no HIU treatment) leads to a decrease of the 
complex viscosity and more shear-thinning at high frequency. In general, it is easier for 
disentangled extended chains to form new entanglements, and thus present less shear-thinning.
35
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So the rheological results imply a more compact chain conformation at higher pH (pH 5.5), while 
a more expanded structure at lower pH (pH 3.5).  
 
Figure 4.3: (a) Effect of HIU treatment on the complex viscosity of 2 wt % chitosan (pH 3.9). (b) 
Effect of pH on the complex viscosity of 2 wt % chitosan (without HIU treatment). 
      Surface Activity of Chitosan: Absorption Kinetics at the Oil-water Interface. Generally, 
biopolymer emulsifiers can absorb at an oil/water interface and decrease the interfacial tension 
due to their amphiphilic properties. The production of a fine emulsion requires a rapid absorption 
of emulsifier molecules on the surface of oil droplets to avoid coalescence. To better elucidate the 
effect of pH and ultrasonication on the emulsifying properties of chitosan, the absorption kinetics 
of chitosan was investigated by monitoring the interfacial tension as a function of time. Figure 
4.4a shows the time evolution of surface pressure (π) for absorbed chitosan molecules at the 
oil/water interface, at varying pH values of 3.5-5.5. For chitosan at pH 6.5 without 
ultrasonication, the data was not reproducible, probably due to the presence of large agglomerates 
(Figure 4.2a, right top). As a consequence of the absorption of chitosan molecules at the oil/water 
interface, all the curves in Figure 4.4a show an increase in the π value, especially in the first 200 
s. In the initial diffusion-controlled absorption process, a plot of π against t1/2 is linear and the 
slope represents the diffusion rate constant (kdiff).
36
 The increase of pH from 3.5 to 5.5 results in 
an increase of kdiff from 0.08 to 0.25 mN m
-1
 s
-0.5
 (Table 4.1), suggesting a higher diffusion rate 
and a faster initial absorption at higher pH values. It is also noted that the π value for pH 5.5 at 
the beginning of the absorption is above 0, which implies that the very initial absorption rate at 
this pH is too fast to be detected. The increased chain flexibility is a reasonable interpretation for 
this rate increase, since it would benefit the accessibility of hydrophobic sites (acetyl groups) to 
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the oil/water interface and then decrease of the interfacial tension.
37
 The significant effect of HIU 
treatment can be seen by comparing the results of Figure 4.4a and 4b. The π value increases for 
all the tested pH (pH 3.5-5.5) at comparable times, and the kdiff value also increases (Table 4.1), 
indicating a much higher surface activity and a faster absorption at the oil/water interface after 
HIU treatment, as compared to the related samples at the same pH without HIU treatment. The 
effect of pH and HIU are also summarized by comparing the π value at the end of the adsorption 
period (900 s; π900), as shown in Table 4.1. For both CH and CH-HIU, π900 is significantly 
increased as pH increases, and the variation for different pH values is larger than that in initial 
adsorption (π0), indicating a lower absorption barrier for chitosan at higher pH values. HIU 
treatment leads to an increase of π900 for all pHs, and it reaches a maximum value (10 mN/m) for 
CH-HIU at pH 6.5. 
      In the literature, the surface tension of low molecular weight chitosan is reported to be lower 
than that of high molecular weight chitosan, due to lower steric hindrance, as well as less 
entanglements and inter-molecular hydrogen bonding.
15
 Therefore, the main reason for the 
increase of the π value in HIU treated chitosan is expected to be the reduced molecular weight 
and the disassembly of chitosan agglomerates, triggered by ultrasonication. For HIU-treated 
chitosan, the effect of increasing pH is similar to that for untreated chitosan, i.e., the higher pH, 
the larger π and kdiff values. At pH 6.5, considering that HIU treatment turns visible agglomerates 
(Figure 4.2a, right top) into nanoparticles (Figure 4.2b, right bottom), the absorption kinetics is 
more complicated. Generally, the absorption energy barrier for a sphere particle is determined as: 
                                                           r2γow (1  cos )
2
                                                         (3) 
Where r, γow and  represent the particle radius, and the oil/water interfacial tension and contact 
angle, respectively
38
. Even though the CH nanoparticles are not exactly spherical, this equation 
can still be used to estimate the energy barrier. Considering the large π value (i.e., small γow 
value), an intermediate wettability (namely,  between 50°and 130°) of chitosan nanoparticles 
is expected, which should result in good emulsifying capacity and emulsion stability. 
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Figure 4.4: Time evolution of surface pressure for the absorption of chitosan molecules at an 
oil/water interface for different pH values: (a) without HIU treatment; (b) with 8 min HIU. The 
concentration of chitosan solution is 1 wt %. 
Table 4.1: Diffusion rate constants (kdiff) and surface pressure at the end of adsorption (900 s; 
π900) for chitosan molecules at an oil/water interface. 
pH 
kdiff (mN m
-1
 s
-0.5
) (LR) π900 (mN m
-1
) 
Before HIU After HIU  Before HIU After HIU  
3.5 0.08 (0.970) 0.12 (0.971) 2.07 3.11 
4.5 0.13 (0.989) 0.17 (0.978) 3.22 4.44 
5.5 0.25 (0.988) 0.27 (0.981) 5.95 7.12 
6.5 ND 0.31 (0.966) ND 10.01 
LR = linear regression coefficient (in parenthesis), ND = not determined. 
      Emulsifying Capacity and Emulsion Stability. Optical microscopy images of chitosan 
O/W emulsions after 1 h of preparation are shown in Figure 4.5a, and the evolution of average 
droplet size is summarized in Figure 4.5b. It can be observed that the emulsifying capacity of 
chitosan greatly depends on pH: the average emulsion droplet size decreases significantly as pH 
increases from 3.5 to 6.5. At pH 3.5, a multiple emulsion (W/O/W) with large droplet size (dv = 
14 μm) and wider distribution (dv/dn up to 2.36) can be observed. Considering the fact that the 
W/O/W emulsion droplets gradually disappear as pH increases, it is believed that the formation 
of the double emulsion at pH 3.5 is mainly due to the more rigid chain conformation at lower pH. 
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The chitosan used in this work has a DDA of 85%, which means that the proportion of acetyl 
amine groups (hydrophobic sites) is only 15%, and in acidic conditions, the stiffer conformation 
of chitosan molecules makes it even harder for the limited hydrophobic sites to locate themselves 
in the oil phase and form O/W droplets. Therefore, smaller W/O droplets may be preferably 
formed first and then larger W/O/W droplets generated subsequently. Further increase of pH to 
4.5 and 5.5 significantly decreases dv to 5.25 μm and 2.1 μm, as well as dv/dn to 2.21 and 1.28, 
respectively. It indicates a smaller droplet size and narrower distribution. As discussed in the 
section on Figure 4.4a, the increase of chain flexibility might be the main reason for this 
evolution. For pH values between 3.5 and 5.5, the chitosan-stabilized emulsions are considered as 
conventional owing to the fact that they are stabilized by linear chitosan chains.  
 
   
Figure 4.5: (a) Optical micrographs of chitosan-based emulsions prepared at different pH values 
(3.5-6.5), after 1 h of preparation. (b) Volume- and number- average diameter as well as size 
distribution of fresh chitosan-based emulsions droplets. The emulsions were prepared with 1 wt 
% chitosan and an oil volume fraction of 0.1, using HIU homogenization for 8 min. 
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      Notably at pH 6.5, very fine emulsion droplets (dv = 1.7 μm) and narrow distribution (dv / dn 
as low as 1.16) are generated, although droplet flocculation is also observed. The occurrence of 
flocculation is probably attributed to the lower ζ potential value (16.8 mV) at this pH, at which 
the emulsion droplets have more chance to interact with each other due to lower electrostatic 
repulsion. However, despite the very short distance between droplets, they seem not to coalesce 
(as shown later in the stability evaluation) because of the formation of a Pickering emulsion via 
irreversible absorption of chitosan nanoparticles at the oil/water interface.
38-39
 Last, it should be 
noted that the decrease of molecular weight and the disruption of chitosan agglomerates caused 
by HIU also contributes to the formation of the emulsions, since all of them were prepared using 
the HIU technique. 
      The long-term stability of chitosan-based emulsions was determined by the observation of 
creaming and calculation of creaming index (CI). Digital photographs of the O/W emulsions 
prepared with 1 wt % chitosan at different pH values and stored up to 5 months are shown in 
Figure 4.6a, and the corresponding calculated CI are shown as function of time in Figure 4.6b. In 
addition, the photograph of a control emulsion prepared with 1 % (v/v) AcOH (without chitosan) 
is shown in Figure 4.6c. The presence of chitosan greatly increases the emulsion stability, while 
the emulsion without chitosan is extremely unstable and the aqueous and oil phase separate the 
day following preparation. Specifically, at lower pH values, e.g., pH 3.5 and 4.5, the CI increases 
abruptly to a plateau value of 75% and 67%, respectively, within 40 days; at pH 5.5, the CI 
doesn’t change during 40 days and increases progressively to 60% after 3 months, while for pH 
6.5, the CI is virtually 0 for up to 80 days and only increases to 11% over 5 months of storage, 
demonstrating an impressive long-term stability. Hence our results show that the most stable 
chitosan-based emulsion is the one prepared at pH 6.5, which is a Pickering emulsion stabilized 
by particulate chitosan (Figure 4.2a, right bottom). In contrast to conventional surfactant-based 
emulsions, Pickering emulsions generally exhibit higher resistance to coalescence because of the 
effectively irreversible adsorption of solid particles.
39
 Hence, in the case of pH 6.5, even though 
the flocculation of droplets can be observed in the freshly prepared emulsion (Figure 4.5a, pH 
6.5), the stabilization by chitosan nanoparticles makes it stable against coalescence and 
subsequent creaming over time. From pH 3.5 to 5.5, the long-term stability increases with pH. As 
discussed in previous sections, the molecules conformation changes from an extended structure 
(more rigid) to a compact structure (more flexible) as pH increases. At pH 5.5, the hydrophobic 
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sites can penetrate into the oil phase more easily, whereas the hydrophilic parts located in the 
water phase can provide steric stabilization, which gives the corresponding emulsion a 
considerable long-term stability. In addition, the detailed study on the morphological evolution of 
the emulsions is also underway and the results will be reported in future work. 
a 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      
Figure 4.6: (a) Photographs and (b) creaming index of emulsions prepared with chitosan solution 
(1 wt %) at different pH values (3.5 to 6.5) and storage time (up to 5 months), with an oil volume 
fraction of 0.1. (c) Digital photographs of emulsion prepared with 1% (v/v) AcOH, with an oil 
volume fraction of 0.1. 
      It is worth noting that the production of chitosan-based emulsions is usually attributed to 
viscosity enhancement.
40-41
 However, in our case, even though the viscosity decreases when pH 
increases to 5.5 (Figure 4.4b), the stability of emulsions nevertheless increases. To further figure 
out the effect of viscosity on the emulsifying properties, chitosan samples with different 
molecular weight but same DDA (90%) were used to prepare conventional emulsions at pH 4, 
and it showed that the chitosan with the lowest viscosity produced emulsions with the smallest 
droplet size, and accordingly, the longest stability (Supporting Information Figure 4.10). It 
implies that chitosan with lower molecular weight can benefit the formation of emulsions, and 
the viscosity enhancement of chitosan has a limiting effect on emulsion stabilization, compared 
to other factors, e.g., molecular weight and chain conformation. 
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      As summarized in Figure 4.7 presented below, during the emulsion preparation the effect of 
increasing pH causes a chain conformation transition from extended to compact, while the role of 
HIU results in a disassembly of agglomerates and a decrease of molecular weight. The combined 
effects of pH and ultrasonication in this work are found beneficial to the improvement of 
emulsifying properties of chitosan. The long-term stability of the Pickering emulsion formed at 
pH 6.5 is remarkable due to the stabilization caused by chitosan nanoparticles, and that for the 
conventional emulsion formed at pH 5.5 is also considerable due to steric and electrostatic 
hindrance.  
 
Figure 4.7: The formation of chitosan-based emulsions: the role of pH and ultrasonication. 
4.5 Conclusion 
      In this work, the effect of pH and ultrasonication on the molecular characteristics of chitosan, 
including charge density, molecular weight and conformational structure was examined. In 
addition, their effect on the emulsification and stabilization properties of chitosan-based O/W 
emulsions was investigated. Our results showed that: chitosan can form two types of emulsions, 
namely, conventional emulsions and Pickering emulsions, with considerable long-term stability. 
The emulsifying properties of chitosan greatly depend on pH, which affects the charge density 
and chain conformation. High intensity ultrasonication is a powerful technique that has dual 
effects, homogenization and depolymerization, and favors the formation of chitosan-based 
emulsions. Our findings suggest that chitosan by itself has a great potential to be used as a pH-
controlled emulsifier and stabilizer for the production of biodegradable, surfactant-free and even 
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edible O/W emulsions in food and non-food applications. This fundamental study based on 
chitosan also opens new perspectives for the use of other pH-controlled natural polymers in 
emulsion systems. 
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4.6 Supporting information 
 
Figure 4.8: Turbidity profile of chitosan solutions (1 wt %) with and without HIU treatment and 
as a function of pH. 
 
 
Figure 4.9: The effect of sonication time on the complex viscosity (1 rad/s) of a chitosan solution 
(DDA, 85%; dynamic viscosity, 60 mPa.s; concentration, 2 wt %, pH 3.9). 
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Figure 4.10: (a) Complex viscosity of chitosan solutions (1 wt %) at pH 4 for samples with same 
DDA (90%) but different molecular weights (dynamic viscosity varies from 60 to 1000 mPa.s). 
(b) Optical microscopy images of chitosan-based emulsions after 1 h of preparation, at an oil 
volume fraction of 0.2. 
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5.1  Abstract 
      In this study, the formation of soluble and insoluble complexes between chitosan (CH) and 
gelatin type B (GB) was investigated as a function of pH (3.0-6.5), sodium chloride (NaCl) 
concentration (0-100 mM) and storage time (up to 40 days). The turbidity of the CH/GB 
complexes achieved a maximum value at pH 5.5 and increased with time. The increase of ionic 
strength first intensified the complex formation but then decreased it at higher salt content. After 
phase separation, the main component of the separated dense phase was water, from 95.5 to 97.8 
wt %, depending on NaCl concentration. With increasing storage time, the insoluble phase 
changed from a liquid-like system to a thermoreversible colloidal gel, as supported by confocal 
laser scanning microscopy as well as rheological data. The formation of this colloidal gel is 
explained in terms of electrostatic complexation and hydrogen bonding. 
5.2 Introduction 
      Protein/polysaccharide complex systems, mainly generated by electrostatic interactions 
between oppositely charged macromolecules, have received increasing interest in recent years [1-
4]. Depending on the protein/polysaccharide molecular characteristics and processing parameters, 
electrically driven complex systems with various compositions and structures can be formed, 
including soluble and insoluble complexes, coacervates and gels. These systems can be used to 
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microencapsulate sensitive materials, to purify macromolecules or as delivery matrices, thus 
exhibiting a wide range of applications in biomaterials, cosmetics, pharmaceutical and medicine 
[5-10]. Protein/polysaccharide complex particles can be considered as colloidal entities. In order 
to reduce the system’s free energy to reach thermodynamic equilibrium, soluble complexes tend 
to aggregate until the surface properties or size give rise to a phase separation, in which a 
concentrated colloidal phase coexists with a very dilute phase [11, 12]. The complexation process 
is mainly governed by pH, ionic strength, polymer ratio, polymer concentration and charge 
density. There is abundant scientific literature focusing on the interaction between anionic 
polysaccharides and proteins due to the wide pH window for complex formation [1, 13]. 
Recently, the electrostatic complexation between cationic polysaccharides and other 
polyelectrolytes has been attracting more attention due to the specific properties of cationic 
polymer-based materials. For example they exhibit a higher capacity to interact with negative 
biological membranes, thus enhancing the transport and transfer of drugs [14-16]. 
      As the only naturally-derived cationic polysaccharide (pKa = 6.5), chitosan, one of the most 
abundant polysaccharide on earth, has been employed in a wide range of applications owing to its 
good biodegradability, high biocompatibility, low toxicity, and outstanding antibacterial activity 
[17, 18]. In acidic aqueous solution, the amino groups on the chitosan chains are protonated, 
which enable it to interact with negatively charged proteins. However, due to the narrow pH 
range to form electrostatic interactions (pIprotein<pH<pKa chitosan), there are only a few studies 
investigating the electrostatic complexation between chitosan and proteins [16, 19, 20]. Gelatin, a 
linear polypeptide obtained from denatured collagen, is also a natural, non-toxic and 
biodegradable polymer with interesting properties [21]. As a polyampholyte, gelatin can interact 
with anionic polysaccharide below its isoelectric point (pI), and with cationic polysaccharide 
above its pI. Depending on the processing conditions, two types of gelatin can be produced, 
namely, acid-processed gelatin type A with a pI of 7 to 9, and alkaline-pretreated gelatin type B 
with a pI of 4.8 to 5.2. Both types of gelatin were investigated by other authors in the 
complexation with anionic polysaccharides, including mainly acacia gum, pectin and alginate 
[22-25]. To the best of our knowledge, very few papers have been published on chitosan/gelatin 
electrostatic complex systems, and most efforts have been devoted to optimizing the 
complexation conditions [16, 26-28]. Recently, it was reported that electrostatic interaction-
induced chitosan/gelatin nanoparticles were able to encapsulate cocoa procyanidin and 
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significantly enhanced its stability and bioactivity [29]. However more detailed studies are 
required to understand the CH/GB complexation mechanisms and phase separation kinetics.  
      In this work, the complexation of chitosan and gelatin-B is systematically investigated as a 
function of pH, ionic strength and storage time. The properties of CH/GB complexes and the 
final colloidal gel are examined by measuring zeta-potential, turbidity, morphology and 
rheological properties. This work aims at elucidating the formation mechanisms and properties of 
CH/GB soluble and insoluble complexes under different conditions, monitoring their time 
evolution, and providing valuable information for the design of novel protein/polysaccharide 
complex systems with targeted properties. 
5.3 Experimental 
5.3.1 Materials 
      A commercial grade of chitosan (degree of deacetylation 85%, dynamic viscosity 60 mPa.s) 
was supplied in a powder form by BioLog Biotechnologie und Logistik GmbH (Landsberg, 
Germany). Gelatin-B with bloom strength of 75 and molecular weight in the range of 20-25 kDa, 
was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Canada (Oakville, ON). Acetic acid (AcOH, 99.9%, Fisher 
Scientific, USA) was used to dissolve chitosan. Fluoresceine isothiocyanate (FITC) was 
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Canada as a fluorescent marker. All other chemicals used in this 
work were of analytical grade. 
5.3.2 Preparation of chitosan-gelatin soluble and insoluble complexes 
      Chitosan solutions were prepared by dissolving the powder in a 1% (v/v) acetic acid aqueous 
solution and stirring at a rate of 300 rpm, using a laboratory magnetic stirrer (PC-420 Corning 
Stirrer/Hot Plate, Corning Inc., MA, USA) at room temperature for 4 h. Gelatin solutions were 
prepared in distilled water at 40 °C with stirring (300 rpm) for 30 min. The CH/GB mixtures 
were obtained by mixing the two solutions at a volume ratio of 1:2 (CH:GB), at a stirring speed 
of 300 rpm and room temperature. The pH of the mixtures was adjusted from 3.5 to 6.5 using 
NaOH or HCl solutions at concentrations of 0.5 to 2 M, and for each pH adjustment, the higher 
concentration was used first to minimize the dilution effect. The ionic strength (from 0 to 100 
mM) was varied by adding different amounts of sodium chloride (NaCl). The concentrations of 
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chitosan, gelatin and their mixtures were varied from 0.1 wt % to 2 wt % depending on the 
requirement for characterization. The CH/GB mixtures were also stored at room temperature for 
one week to allow phase separation. The separated phase at the bottom, namely the insoluble 
CH/GB complexes, was collected using centrifugation (Sorvall RC6 Plus Superspeed Centrifuge, 
Thermo Scientific, USA) at 5000 rpm for 15 min. 
5.3.3 Zeta potential and particle size determination 
      The zeta potential and particle size of CH/GB mixtures at different pH and ionic strength 
were measured three individual times with a microelectrophoresis and dynamic light scattering 
(Nano-ZPS, Malvern Instruments, Worcestershire, UK). For each test, a very dilute sample 
solution (0.1 wt %) was filled into a disposable zeta-potential folded capillary cell (DTS1060). 
All the samples tested were freshly prepared. The instrument determined the electrophoretic 
mobility and the Smoluchowski model was then applied by the software for calculating the zeta-
potential. For particle size measurement, the average radius (nm) was recorded. 
5.3.4 Turbidity measurements 
      The turbidity profiles of CH/GB soluble complexes were examined from day 1 (freshly 
prepared samples) to day 3 (the samples were turbid but there were no phase separation), using 
spectrophometric measurements in a UV-Vis Varian spectrophotometer, model Cary100 (Palo 
Alto, CA, USA), using a quartz cuvette with a 1 cm path length. The spectral measurements were 
taken in transmittance mode (% T) at 633 nm. The turbidity index (100 - % T at 633 nm) was 
plotted against pH and ionic strength for different storage times. 
5.3.5 CLSM observation of soluble CH/GB complexes 
      The microstructure of CH/GB soluble complexes (pH 5.5) with different salt contents (from 0 
to 100 mM) was investigated by CSLM (confocal laser scanning microscopy). The total 
biopolymer concentration was 1 wt %. Before preparing the CH/GB complexes, gelatin was 
firstly labeled by covalently linked fluorescent markers (fluoresceine isothiocyanate, FITC) with 
excitation:emission wavelength ratio of 485:530 nm. Labeling was achieved using the method 
established by Sanchez et al. with a small modification [30]: the pH of the gelatin dispersions 
was adjusted to 8.5 to favor the chemical reaction with the markers, and then 25 µL of a 1 wt % 
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FITC dispersion in ethanol was added to 100 mL of the gelatin dispersion. The cross-linking 
reaction occurred under gentle stirring at room temperature for 90 min. Here a minimum amount 
of markers was used to reduce the presence of free markers, but sufficiently to provide labeling. 
This procedure allowed using the FITC–gelatin dispersions to form CH/GB complexes without 
any filtration or precipitation/drying treatments that could affect the molecular structure of the 
biopolymers. CLSM-images were recorded at room temperature with a Leica TCS SP5 confocal 
laser scanning microscope (Leica Microsystems Inc., Heidelberg, Germany), equipped with an 
inverted microscope (Model Leica DMI6000). The images were captured in the single photon 
mode with an Ar/Kr visible light laser and recorded with a 100× objective lens.  
5.3.6 Water content determination 
      The water content of insoluble CH/GB complexes was determined by measuring the weight-
loss as a function of temperature using a TA Instruments thermogravimetry analyzer TGA Q500 
(TA Instruments, USA). The temperature was increased from 20 to 200 °C, at a heating rate of 5 
°C/min, under a nitrogen atmosphere. The sample mass became constant above 150 °C, so the 
percentage of weight loss below 150 °C was used to infer the water content.  
5.3.7 Rheological measurements 
      Dynamic rheological properties of CH/GB phase-separated complexes (namely, insoluble 
complexes) were characterized using a rotational rheometer (MCR 502, Anton Paar, Graz, 
Austria). Depending on the type of test, a coaxial double gap flow geometry (DG26.7) (inner 
cylinder with internal and external dimensions of 24.658 mm and 26.658 mm, and outer cylinder 
with internal and external dimensions of 23.82 mm and 27.602 mm) or a regular Couette 
geometry (CC17) (with cup and bob diameters of 18.08 and 16.66 mm, respectively) was used. 
First, a time sweep was carried out at 6.28 rad/s for 30 min, showing that the dense phase was 
stable within the test time span. Then a frequency sweep from 0.1 to 100 rad/s was performed in 
the linear viscoelastic regime at 25 °C. Temperature sweeps were also conducted for two heating 
and cooling cycles at a constant frequency (6.28 rad/s). Firstly, the temperature was increased 
from 25 to 60 °C at a heating rate of 2 °C /min, and then decreased to 5 °C with a cooling rate of 
2 °C/min. The second cycle was carried out between 5 and 60 °C. During the tests, a low 
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viscosity silicon oil was used to cover the surface of the sample solutions to prevent evaporation 
of the solvent. The presence of the oil was shown not to impact the rheological measurements.  
5.4 Results and discussion 
5.4.1 Characterization of CH/GB soluble complexes 
5.4.1.1 Zeta potential 
      Figure 5.1a shows the zeta potential of chitosan, gelatin and CH/GB mixtures at different pH 
values. As expected, the zeta-potential of gelatin-B is positive below its isoelectric point (pH = 
5), while negative above that value. At pH 3, gelatin-B exhibits its highest zeta potential (20 
mV), while it decreases to a value lower than -10 mV at pH 6.5. Chitosan is positively charged 
over the entire pH range investigated, confirming its cationic nature. The value of its zeta-
potential also decreases with pH, from 70 mv at pH 3 to 15 mV at pH 6.5, where the solubility 
also drops significantly. After comparing the zeta-potential values of chitosan and gelatin-B at 
different pH, a same-charge range (from pH 3 to pH 5, Region A) and a narrow opposite-charge 
range (from pH 5 to pH 6.5, Region B) are identified. The zeta potential data for a CH/GB 
mixture (CH:GB = 1:2) are also shown in Figure 5.1a. At pH 3, the CH/GB mixture carries an 
intermediate net charge, between the low charge density gelatin and the high charge density 
chitosan; when the pH increases from 3 to 6.5, the zeta potential curve of the CH/GB mixture get 
gradually closer to the chitosan curve. It indicates that electrostatic interactions take place and 
some opposite charges are neutralized by this interaction when the pH moves towards Region B.  
      The zeta-potential of the CH/GB (CH:GB = 1:2) mixture with different salt concentrations 
and as a function of pH is shown in Figure 5.1b. The zeta-potential for all CH/GB samples is 
positive, and decreases gradually when the pH increases from 3 to 6.5. However, depending on 
the charge characteristics of chitosan and gelatin, the salt concentration effect is totally different. 
In the same charge range (pH 3-5, Region A), the salt screening effect is significant, resulting in a 
drop of the zeta potential, for instance at pH 3, from 45 mV to 15 mV. In the opposite charge 
region (pH 5-6.5, Region B), however, there is not much variation of the zeta-potential as the salt 
concentration increases from 0 to 100 mM. A similar phenomenon was observed in a recent work 
where chitosan and soy protein were used to form soluble complexes [31]. This is probably due 
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to the competitions between mobile ions and polyelectrolytes in the opposite charge zone, which 
leads to a decrease of the salt screening effect. Besides, the lower charge density of chitosan and 
gelatin molecules within this range (pH 5-6.5) is another possible reason.  
 
 
Figure 5.1: Zeta-potential of chitosan, gelatin and CH/GB complexes (0 mM NaCl) as a function 
of pH (a); CH/GB complexes at various pH and NaCl concentrations (b). Region A and Region B 
represent the same and opposite charge pH ranges, respectively, for chitosan and gelatin-B. 
5.4.1.2 Turbidity, size and optical observation 
      The turbidity, arising mainly from the development and change in size of complex particles in 
the solution, is a very important indicator that can reflect the interaction between chitosan and 
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gelatin as well as the formation of complexes. Figure 5.2 shows the turbidity evolution of 
mixtures consisting of 1 wt % gelatin and 1 wt % chitosan at a volume ratio of 2:1. All the 
freshly prepared mixtures are transparent, but the turbidity increases significantly after 3 days 
(except for the sample at pH 4), indicating that the particle size of the complexes increases with 
time. The turbidity of the mixtures increases as pH is raised from 4 to 5.5, followed by a decrease 
with further increasing pH to 6.0, which suggests that chitosan and gelatin-B have the strongest 
interaction at pH 5.5. This result agrees with a previous study where the highest amount of 
complexes was obtained between pH 5 and 5.5 [26]. The formation of complexes is mainly due 
to electrostatic attraction, while pH-induced conformational change is another factor that could 
favor interactions, since both gelatin and chitosan were reported experiencing conformational 
changes with pH: gelatin from an ordered helix to a flexible pattern, and chitosan exhibiting a 
decreased persistence length as pH increases [32, 33]. It should also be noted that even at the 
same/opposite charge boundary (pH 5); a considerable amount of turbidity was still observed. 
Although the net charge of the gelatin molecules is zero at pH 5, as an amphoteric electrolyte, 
gelatin is able to interact with the positively charged chitosan molecules via electrostatic 
attraction forces, due to the presence of negatively charged groups, e.g. carboxylic groups. In 
fact, it has been reported by several researchers that complex formation can be observed even in a 
pH range where the polysaccharides and proteins have the same type of net charge [16, 34]. 
 
Figure 5.2: Photographs of CH/GB mixtures (total polymer concentration = 1 wt %, CH:GB = 
1:2) at different pH and storage time. 
      Figure 5.3a shows the evolution of the turbidity index of CH/GB mixtures (total polymer 
concentration = 1 wt %, CH:GB = 1:2, storage time = 3 days) with different NaCl concentrations 
and as function of pH. In general higher NaCl concentration leads to higher turbidity, with the 
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maximum turbidity obtained at a concentration of 50 mM, and further increase of salt 
concentration to 100 mM decreases the turbidity significantly. A similar trend was also observed 
in the average size of the complex particles, displayed in Figure 5.3b. It indicates that salt 
facilitates the formation of CH/GB complexes at lower concentration, but hinders it at higher 
content. Similar salt-enhanced effect at lower salt concentration and salt-reduced effect at higher 
salt concentration was also observed in a previous work, where pectin and β-lactoglobulin were 
used to produce complexes [35]. The presence of salt can weaken the electrostatic attraction 
between the oppositely charged protein and polysaccharide, and meanwhile, it can also decrease 
the charge density of polymer chains and then reduce intra-molecular electrostatic repulsion, 
leading to a more flexible polymer chain, which is in favor of intermolecular interaction because 
of the lower steric hindrance [36]. Besides, the presence of salt may also decrease the hydrogen-
bonded hydration water layer around polymer chains, which gives polymer chains more chance 
to interact with each other and even precipitate at high salt level [37]. For CH/GB complex 
system with lower salt concentrations (from 0 to 50 mM), although the electrostatic interaction is 
decreased by ion screening, the size of the complex particles still increases (Figure 5.3b) due to 
the conformational change and dehydration effect of the salt. However, the decrease of turbidity 
and particle size at 100 mM indicates that the impediment of electrostatic attraction between CH 
and GB is the dominant salt effect at this higher content, against complex formation. 
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Figure 5.3: Turbidity profile (a) and average radius (b) of CH/GB complexes (total polymer 
concentration = 1 wt %, CH:GB = 1:2, storage time = 3 days) at various pH and NaCl 
concentration. 
      The evolution of CH/GB complexes formed at the optimum pH of 5.5 was investigated as a 
function of time. Figure 5.4 shows the photographs of samples (without centrifugation) after 
different storage times (day 3, day 7 and day 40, respectively). At the beginning, the turbidity of 
soluble complexes increases with time, suggesting that larger complex particles are gradually 
formed. Then, as the size or interaction of complex particles increases, the complexes become 
insoluble and phase separation eventually occurs. Interestingly, after phase separation, the 
internal structure of the insoluble phase gradually changes with time, since a gel-like structure is 
observed for the sample stored for 40 days. The schematic diagram representing this process is 
also shown in Figure 5.4, from a microscopic viewpoint. It is assumed that the gel ultimately 
obtained is colloidal in nature, i.e. its network structure is formed by connecting particle flocs or 
aggregates. Some evidences that support this assumption are presented in the next section on 
CLSM observations. Aiming to characterize this evolution quantitatively, further investigation on 
the separated dense phase was also carried out by rheological measurements and results are 
reported in Section 5.4.2.2. 
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Figure 5.4: Schematic diagram and photographs of time evolution of CH/GB complexes (total 
polymer concentration = 1 wt %, CH:GB = 1:2, pH = 5.5). 
5.4.1.3 CLSM observations 
      CLSM was used to examine the morphology of soluble CH/GB complexes in aqueous state 
(pH 5.5) at different NaCl concentrations (0, 10, 50 and 100 mM) and after storage for 3 days. 
From the CLSM micrographs shown in Figure 5.5, where labeled gelatin appears in green, 
particle flocs and clusters are already formed on day 3, as agglomeration between particles can be 
observed. Meanwhile, it gives a direct proof that the gel formed after 40 days of storage is a 
particulate colloidal gel, since the flocculated complex particles shown in the CLSM micrographs 
are elemental units for the network structure formation. The size of agglomerates also varies with 
salt content, and the strongest interactions between particles are found in Panel C (50 mM NaCl). 
The presence of gelatin agglomerates (small green spots) in Panel D (100 mM NaCl) also 
indicates that gelatin participates less in the CH/GB complex formation, because of the weaker 
electrostatic interactions at this salt content. Based on the information obtained from the turbidity 
data and CLSM observations, we can propose the time evolution of CH/GB complexes, as shown 
in the schematic diagram of Figure 5.4. First, soluble complexes are formed (e.g., Day 3 in Figure 
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5.4), then they tend to interact with each other to further reduce the free energy of the system 
until their size or charge properties lead to insolubilization and bulk phase separation (e.g., Day 7 
in Figure 5.4).  
 
Figure 5.5: CLSM graph of CH/GB complexes (total polymer concentration = 1 wt %, CH:GB = 
1:2, pH = 5.5, storage time = 3 days) with various NaCl concentration (A, 0 mM; B, 10 mM; C, 
50 mM; D, 100 mM). 
5.4.2 Characterization of insoluble CH/GB complexes 
5.4.2.1 Water content 
      Figure 5.6 shows the water content of CH/GB insoluble complexes after different storage 
times (day 7 and day 40). It can be seen that the water content of all insoluble complexes is very 
high on day 7 (the day the insoluble complexes were separated using centrifugation), ranging 
from 95.5 to 97.8 wt %. It is worth mentioning that the water content of the CH/GB insoluble 
complexes is higher than that of globular protein/polysaccharide complex systems (about 80 to 
90%) [2]. We speculate that this is due to the linear structure of gelatin molecules that allows the 
formation of a molecular network structure with linear chitosan chains. More water may be 
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trapped inside the complex particles (as shown in the schematic diagram of Figure 5.4), since 
flexible linear proteins (i.e. gelatin or casein) are able to form a maximum number of contacts 
with oppositely charged polysaccharides, as compared to globular proteins [32, 38]. The high-
water-content feature of the insoluble complexes makes it also potentially attractive in the scope 
of drug and cell delivery, since it can compare with organism’s body parts that usually contain 
70-90% water and the diffusion efficiency is always higher due to the inner formation of a richly 
porous 3D network [39].  
 
Figure 5.6: Water content of CH/GB insoluble complexes (CH:GB = 1:2, pH 5.5) at various NaCl 
concentration and for two storage times (day 7 and day 40). 
      The addition of salt has a prominent effect on the complexes’ composition, resulting in a 
decrease of the water content by about 2% as the NaCl concentration increases from 0 to 100 
mM, and consequently the polymer mass content is almost doubled (from 2.3 to 4.5 wt %). 
Considering that a larger particle size is assumed to accelerate the formation of insoluble 
complexes, the insoluble complexes formed at higher salt concentration (50 mM) tend to be more 
concentrated. For insoluble complexes with 100 mM NaCl, the higher mass content (lower water 
content) may be due to the dehydration effect at higher salt concentration. When salt is added in 
aqueous solution, the ions may compete for water molecules with the polymer chains that are 
surrounded by a layer of hydration water [37]. The decrease of hydration water may increase the 
interaction between polymer molecules, therefore, in a CH/GB complex system at higher salt 
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content, chitosan and gelatin may form more compact particles with less trapped water inside. A 
previous report has shown similar results, where a high water content complex system with 
protein (β-lactoglobulin) and polysaccharide (pectin) was formed by the addition of NaCl at less 
than 0.21M [40]. After the centrifuged CH/GB dense phase was stored at room temperature for 
another 33 days (40 days total), all the insoluble complex samples showed a syneresis effect 
supported by the decrease of water content of the complexes (Figure 5.6). It suggests that a more 
compact structure is building up, resulting in a release of the trapped water molecules. The degree 
of shrinkage is dependent on NaCl content. Less shrinkage is observed at higher salt 
concentration, since the water content difference between day 7 and day 40 decreases gradually 
(from 1.35% to 0.25%), as salt concentration increases from 0 to 100 mM NaCl, respectively. 
This finding agrees with the experimental results of Laneuville et al., who found that a lower 
syneresis electrostatic gel could be obtained with xanthan gum and BSA in the presence of a 
small amount of NaCl [41].  
5.4.2.2 Time evolution of viscoelasticity 
Figure 5.7 shows the complex viscosity and moduli (storage modulus G' and loss modulus G”) of 
insoluble CH/GB complexes (pH 5.5, without NaCl) as functions of angular frequency and after 
different storage times. Considering the syneresis effect shown in Figure 5.6, namely the increase 
of mass content from day 7 (2.21 wt %) to day 40 (3.56 wt %), the complex viscosity and moduli 
data are divided by the polymer mass content, as to compare the viscoelastic behavior in similar 
conditions. Increasing of storage time significantly increases the complex viscosity, up to ten 
times from 7 days to 40 days (Figure 5.7a). More specifically, the change in complex viscosity 
from day 7 to day 20 is larger than that from day 20 to day 40, suggesting that the self-assembled 
structure is formed faster at the beginning, and that it may be stabilized after a long period of 
storage. All the samples exhibit a typical shear-shinning behavior within the shear rate range 
examined, as the complex viscosity decreases with increasing frequency as displayed in Figure 
5.7a. As storage time increases, the slope gets steeper and the power law index (n) becomes 
smaller (day 7, n = 0.74; day 20, n = 0.28; day 40, n = 0.18), hence getting closer to a solid-like 
behavior. On day 7, G' is lower than G'' on the entire frequency range, which indicates a liquid-
like behavior of the insoluble CH/GB complexes. It is however interesting to note that G’ does 
not exhibit the typical terminal slope of 2 and instead shows a slight plateau, indicative of a 
precursor network. After 20 days of storage, both G' and G'' increase, but G' rises much faster 
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and becomes higher than G'', indicating the formation of a network between the complex 
particles. As storage time increases to 40 days, the evolution trend for G' and G'' continues and 
the difference between the two is more significant, which suggests an enhanced gel strength and 
elasticity of the CH/GB complexes. It has been shown in other complex gel systems that 
electrostatic interactions are the main driving force for gel structure formation [2, 42]. Other 
factors that may affect this phenomenon are hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic effect between 
polymer molecules or complex particles [12]. In the following sections, the effect of salt and 
temperature on the evolution of viscoelasticity for the phase-separated complexes is discussed, 
aiming at identifying the predominant driving force in the formation of the CH/GB colloidal gel. 
 
 
Figure 5.7: Time evolution of complex viscosity (a) and moduli (G’ and G’’) (b) for insoluble 
CH/GB complexes formed at pH 5.5 without salt. 
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5.4.2.3 Effect of salt on viscoelasticity of insoluble CH/GB complexes 
      The presence of salt affects the charge properties and conformational structure of protein and 
polysaccharide, as well as their interactions and complex particle agglomeration, thus should 
have an impact on the rheological properties of insoluble complexes [3, 40, 42]. The time 
evolution for the viscoelasticity of complexes in the presence of salt was quite similar to that of 
the original complex (without salt, Figure 5.7), and for easy comparison, only the values of G' 
and G'' at a frequency of 1 rad/s are plotted in Figure 5.8, as functions of storage time and salt 
concentration. The moduli data were again divided by the polymer mass content to allow 
comparison in similar conditions. Initially (day 7), all the samples show lower G' comparing to 
G'', suggesting that the liquid-like structure of the CH/GB soluble complexes was not affected by 
the addition of salt. On day 40, there is a large increase of both G' and G'', and most importantly, 
G' becomes larger than G'', indicating the formation of a network structure, or gel, for all the 
insoluble complex samples. Interestingly, the value of both G' and G'' depends on the 
concentration of NaCl: a higher NaCl concentration leads to higher G' and G'' values. Different 
from the formation of soluble complexes, where the maximum interaction is found for the sample 
containing a medium salt concentration (50 mM) and further increase of the salt content to 100 
mM decreases the size of soluble complexes (Figure 5.3a and Figure 5.3b in Section 5.3.1.2), the 
increase of salt content from 0 to 100 mM favors the formation of the network structure in 
insoluble complexes. Considering that the electrostatic interaction is relatively lower at higher 
salt content, we suppose that apart from electrostatic interaction, other non-electrostatic physical 
interactions (e.g. hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic effect) may participate in the network 
formation of CH/GB insoluble complexes. Therefore, the effect of temperature on the 
viscoelastic properties of the CH/GB insoluble complexes is examined in the next section in 
order to shed light on possible additional driving forces such as hydrogen bonding and 
hydrophobic interactions in the gel formation. 
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Figure 5.8: Effect of salt concentration and storage time on storage and loss moduli (ω = 1 rad/s) 
of insoluble CH/GB complexes formed at pH 5.5 (reproducibility was within 5% for all 
conditions). 
5.4.2.4 Temperature sweep of gel-like complexes 
      It has been reported that non-covalent interactions can be affected by relatively small 
temperature changes [43]. Specifically, increasing temperature can weaken ionic bonding, 
hydrogen bonding and van der Waals forces, which are formed with the release of heat, but can 
stabilize hydrophobic interactions that are accompanying heat adsorption. Successive heating and 
cooling cycles were applied in order to investigate the thermoreversibility of the CH/GB complex 
gel (pH 5.5, 50 mM NaCl, day 40). As shown in Figure 5.9, during the first heating cycle there is 
a sharp decrease of both moduli where G' decreases faster than G'', and becomes even lower after 
the crossover point at 42 °C (gel-sol transition), indicating the structuration of a gel mainly 
maintained by hydrogen bonding and electrostatic interactions. Further increase in temperature 
has little effect on G' and G'', suggesting a rearrangement of the network structure driven by 
hydrophobic effect. In the first cooling cycle, both G' and G'' increase slowly in the high 
temperature region (25 °C < T < 60 °C), and a crossover between G' and G'' is observed around 
10 °C (sol-gel transition). In the low temperature region (5 °C < T < 25 °C), the rapid rise of G' 
indicates that the gel-like structure starts to form again as hydrogen bonding and electrostatic 
interactions become stronger at lower temperature. In the second heating cycle, G' keeps 
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increasing between 5 and 12 °C, which indicates a hysteresis phenomenon for the network 
formation at low temperature. Similar to the first cycle, a drop of G' and G'' occurs again when T > 
20 °C, followed by a crossover of G' and G'' at 30 °C, happening at a lower gel-sol transition 
temperature than in the first heating ramp, which may be due to the different starting point of the 
heating cycle or a weaker network. The second cooling cycle results in a very similar pattern that 
in the first one, suggesting that the formation and dissociation of the CH/GB network is almost 
fully thermoreversible. 
 
 
Figure 5.9: Temperature sweep (two cycles) of insoluble CH/GB complexes formed at pH 5.5 in 
the presence of 50 mM NaCl (storage time = 40 days) 
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5.5 Conclusions  
      This study demonstrated that soluble and gel-like insoluble complexes (colloidal gel) could 
be formed in the pH region with opposite charge (pH 5-pH 6.5) for chitosan and gelatin type B, 
depending on the storage time. The addition of salt significantly affected the interactions between 
chitosan and gelatin, and thus influenced the size of soluble complexes, the water content and 
network structure of insoluble complexes. The formation of CH/GB complexes was mainly 
driven by electrostatic attraction and favored by lower steric hindrance. The agglomeration of 
soluble complexes resulted in a liquid-liquid phase separation, and as storage time increased, a 
network structure mainly maintained by electrostatic interactions and hydrogen bonding was 
gradually formed in the dense phase, leading to a high-water-content thermoreversible colloidal 
gel. The insoluble CH/GB complexes and the corresponding colloidal gel developed here may 
find interesting uses in the scope of delivery of sensitive bioactive molecules or nutrients with 
tailored properties. 
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6.1 Abstract 
      Food-grade colloidal particles or complexes made from natural polymers via noncovalent 
interactions can be good candidates for applications in food and beverage industries. In this work, 
insoluble chitosan/gelatin-B (CH/GB) complex particles were used for the first time as effective 
Pickering emulsifiers to make long-term stable oil-in-water emulsions and emulsion gels by one-
step homogenization. The CH/GB complexes were only formed in the oppositely charged pH 
region via electrostatic complexation of CH and GB and the pH showed a remarkable effect on 
the surface activity of CH/GB mixed systems. The presence of CH/GB insoluble complexes 
significantly decreased the surface tension of the oil/water interface, therefore benefited the 
formation of smaller emulsion droplet size and effectively hindered droplet coalescence as 
supported by the increase of emulsion long-term stability. Increasing oil volume fraction 
significantly accelerated the formation of a droplet network structure, resulting in a more solid-
like thermoreversible emulsion gel with tunable viscoelastic properties. Our results suggest that 
CH/GB insoluble complex particles are promising particulate emulsifiers for the preparation of 
surfactant-free Pickering emulsions as well as emulsion gels. 
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6.2 Introduction 
      Pickering emulsions are emulsions stabilized by solid particles instead of surfactants, either 
water-in-oil (W/O), oil-in-water (O/W), or even multiple emulsions, with very high resistance to 
coalescence.
1-2
 Recently, the development of bio-sourced particulate Pickering emulsifiers has 
received increasing attention, since most of the particles used in the fundamental studies of 
Pickering emulsions are synthetic or inorganic particles (e.g., silica, TiO2 particles), which 
greatly limit their applications in food, cosmetic, and pharmaceutical industries.
3-4
 However, 
finding an effective bio-based Pickering emulsifier is challenging because it should have 
intermediate wettability and meanwhile insolubility in both the water and oil phases.
5-6
 In the past 
decades, only a few biocompatible materials, including chitin nanocrystal particles,
7
 starch 
granules,
8
 cellulose particles
9
 and water-insoluble zein,
10
 have been shown employable as 
effective Pickering emulsifiers. Therefore, to meet the variable requests for specific applications, 
the development of more bio-based and even edible Pickering emulsifiers is desirable. 
      Here, we introduce chitosan/gelatin-B (CH/GB) complex particles as a novel class of 
Pickering emulsifiers. Both chitosan and gelatin are polyelectrolytes (chitosan is a polycation and 
gelatin is a polyampholyte), and they are biocompatible, biodegradable, edible polymers and also 
abundantly and commercially available.
11-12
 Specifically, chitosan is the only naturally occurring 
cationic polysaccharide, obtained from the alkaline deacetylation of chitin, while gelatin is a 
linear protein, derived from collagen either by acid hydrolysis (type A, pI = pH 7-9) or alkaline 
treatment (type B, pI = pH 4.8-5.2). We have previously shown that the complexation of CH and 
GB is a kinetic process, and CH/GB complexes can evolve from soluble to insoluble complexes, 
to eventually form a colloidal gel.
13
 In the present work, we mainly focus on the temporal 
evolution of insoluble CH/GB complexes, and the use of these particles as Pickering emulsifiers. 
      The electrostatic-driven complexation between proteins and polysaccharides has been 
investigated extensively.
14-16
 Mainly depending on the molecular charge density and 
conformation, three different structures can be formed based on the electrostatic attraction 
between proteins and polysaccharides, i.e., soluble/insoluble complexes,
17-18
 gels
19
 and 
coacervates.
20
 It is still not completely understood which mechanisms favor the formation of 
these different structures, but a general trend emerges where proteins or polysaccharides having 
high charge density and/or stiff structure preferably form complexes, whereas the reverse, i.e., 
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moderate charge density and flexible conformation, favor the formation of coacervate.
14
 
Therefore, the final structures are unique properties of each protein/polysaccharide couple, and 
by selecting different proteins and polysaccharides, different distinctive structures can be 
obtained. In addition, there are several studies using protein-polysaccharide complexes directly to 
form emulsions, or fabricating emulsions by having polysaccharide molecules absorbed on 
protein-coated oil droplets to form an interfacial complex layer.
21-24
 However, up to now and to 
our knowledge, whether it is possible to use protein-polysaccharide complexes as effective 
Pickering emulsifiers is still unknown. 
      As compared with existing particulate stabilizers, CH/GB particles acting as Pickering 
emulsifiers would have the following advantages: (i) they have positive charges, which results in 
cationic droplets that make emulsions less prone to destabilization by multivalent cations (e.g., 
Ca
2+
),
25
 and give a high antimicrobial efficacy;
26
 (ii) compared to synthetic or inorganic particles 
(e.g., silica, TiO2), they are soft and hence can deform and occupy large areas at the interface, 
which in turn can enhance the emulsion stability; (iii) they are made from nutritional and 
functional food ingredients; (iv) they can form networks, and as a consequence, a gel-like 
emulsion structure will lead to extraordinary stability against coalescence.
13
 In this work, we 
investigate the role of CH/GB insoluble complex particles as Pickering emulsion stabilizers. In 
addition, the influence of parameters such as pH and oil fraction on the emulsion stability is 
examined, while the viscoelastic properties of the resulting Pickering emulsions are 
characterized. 
6.3 Experimental  
      Materials. Gelatin type B (GB) with bloom strength of 75 and molecular weight in the range 
of 20-25 kDa, was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Canada (Oakville, ON). Commercial chitosan 
(CH) with DDA of 85%, dynamic viscosity of 60 mPa·s, and weight-average molecular weight of 
173 kDa was supplied in powder form by BioLog Biotechnologie und Logistik GmbH 
(Landsberg, Germany). A fluorescent marker, fluoresceine isothiocyanate (FITC) was purchased 
from Sigma-Aldrich Canada. Acetic acid (99.9% AcOH) from Fisher Scientific (USA) was used 
to dissolve chitosan. Corn oil was purchased from a local supermarket in Montreal (Canada). All 
other chemicals used in this work were of analytical grade from Sigma-Aldrich.  
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      Preparation of CH/GB insoluble complexes.CH and GB solutions were first prepared 
separately: CH was dissolved in a 1% (v/v) acetic acid solution and stirred with a magnetic stirrer 
(PC-420 Corning Stirrer/Hot Plate, Corning Inc., MA, USA) at 300 rpm for 4 h, and then stored 
overnight at room temperature to allow complete hydration and dissolution. GB was dissolved in 
deionized water at 40 °C and stirred (300 rpm) for 30 min. CH/GB mixtures were prepared by 
mixing CH and GB solutions at a volume ratio of 1:2 (CH:GB) and stirred (300 rpm) for 30 min 
at room temperature. The pH of the mixtures was adjusted from 3.5 to 6.5 using NaOH or HCl 
solutions at concentrations of 0.5 to 5 M (higher concentration was used first to minimize the 
dilution effect for each pH adjustment), and then the CH/GB mixtures were stored at room 
temperature up to 5 days to allow the formation of insoluble complexes. The concentrations of 
CH, GB and CH/GB aqueous solutions were varied from 0.1 to 1 wt % depending on the 
requirement for characterization.  
      Preparation of CH/GB emulsions. CH/GB mixtures at a total polymer concentration of 1 wt 
% were used to prepare CH/GB-stabilized oil/water emulsions, at different pH (3.5 to 6.5). 
Specifically, CH/GB aqueous solutions were mixed with corn oil at an oil volume fraction (φ) 
from 0.1 to 0.4, and then homogenized using a high intensity ultrasonic processor (UIP1000hd 
(20 kHz, 1000 W), Hielscher Ultrasonics GmbH, Teltow, Germany) with 90% amplitude for 8 
min. During the homogenization, an ice bath was used to control temperature and avoid 
overheating. For comparison purposes, oil/water emulsions were also prepared with either CH or 
GB aqueous solutions. All the emulsions were stored at room temperature for further observation 
and characterization. 
      Characterization of CH/GB complexes. Zeta (ζ) potential and particle size of three 
individual samples of the same solutions were measured using a dynamic light scattering 
instrument (Nano-ZPS, Malvern Instruments, Worcestershire, UK). The turbidity evolution was 
monitored using a UV-Vis Varian spectrophotometer (Cary100, Palo Alto, CA, USA) in 
transmittance mode (%T) at 633 nm, by plotting the turbidity index (100 - %T at 633 nm) against 
pH. The microstructure of CH/GB insoluble complexes was observed using confocal laser 
scanning microscopy (CSLM) (Model Leica TCS SP5, Leica Microsystems Inc., Heidelberg, 
Germany), equipped with an inverted microscope (Model Leica DMI6000). Before CLSM 
observation, labeling was conducted using the method established by Sanchez et al.
27
 GB was 
firstly labeled by covalently linking a minimum amount of fluorescent markers (fluoresceine 
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isothiocyanate, FITC) at pH 8.5 for 90 min, and then FITC-GB solutions were mixed with CH 
solutions at pH 5.5 to form CH/GB complexes. The interfacial surface tension of CH/GB 
mixtures and their solvents were determined using an optical contact angle measuring system 
(OCA-20, DataPhysics Instruments GmbH, Germany) by analyzing the pendant drop shape using 
the Young-Laplace equation. The data of interfacial tension were then used to calculate surface 
pressure (π), which is equal to γs – γc, where γc and γs are the surface tensions of CH/GB mixtures 
and the corresponding solvent (at a comparable test time), respectively. 
      Characterization of CH/GB emulsions The microstructure of freshly prepared CH/GB 
emulsions was observed with a Zeiss Axioskop 40 optical microscope (Carl Zeiss Microscopy 
GmbH, Jena, Germany). The average emulsion droplet size in terms of volume-average diameter 
(dv) and number-average diameter (dn) was calculated from microscopy images using a digitizing 
table from Wacom and SigmaScan v.5 software. The calculation was performed by randomly 
selecting three images from two parallel experiments and choosing at least 500 droplets. The 
long-term emulsion stability was assessed by visual observation and calculation of the creaming 
index (CI), which is reported as (Hs/Ht) × 100, where Ht is the total height of the emulsion and Hs 
is the height of the serum layer (the sum of the transparent and/or the turbid layers at the bottom 
of the container). Viscoelastic properties of CH/GB emulsions were characterized using a 
rotational rheometer (MCR 502, Anton Paar, Graz, Austria) under small amplitude oscillatory 
shear (SAOS) mode. A regular Couette geometry (with cup and bob diameters of 18.08 and 16.66 
mm, respectively) was used. A time sweep was first conducted at 1 rad/s for 20 min, showing that 
the CH/GB emulsions were stable within the test time range. Then a frequency sweep was carried 
out from 1 to 100 rad/s at 25 °C, and several temperature sweeps were also performed at a 
constant frequency (1 rad/s). Specifically, the system temperature was first increased from 25 to 
60 °C at a heating rate of 2 °C/min, and then decreased to 5 °C with a cooling rate of 2 °C/min, 
and then two further heating and cooling cycles were carried out between 5 and 60 °C. During the 
temperature sweep tests, the surface of the emulsion samples was covered with a low viscosity 
silicon oil to prevent evaporation of the solvent, and the presence of the oil was shown not to 
impact the rheological measurements. All the tests were performed within the linear viscoelastic 
range. All measurements were performed at least in duplicates at room temperature, unless 
otherwise specified. 
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6.4 Results and discussion 
      Evolution of CH/GB Complexes. The complexation of proteins and polysaccharides is a 
kinetic process.
28
 To clarify the evolution mechanism from solubility to insolubility, the physical 
properties of CH/GB complexes, including zeta (ζ) potential, turbidity and microstructure were 
characterized as a function of time. Figure 6.1A reports the ζ potential of CH, GB and CH/GB 
aqueous solutions at different storage times (from day 1 to day 5), and as a function of pH. CH 
has positive charges in the test pH range and its ζ potential decreases as pH increases, due to the 
deprotonation of amino groups. On the other hand, the net charge of GB is positive at pH 3.5 and 
4.5, but negative at 5.5 and 6.5 (the isoelectric point of gelatin-B is around pH 5
13
). After mixing 
CH and GB solutions at a ratio of 1 to 2, the ζ potential of the CH/GB mixtures gradually 
decreases as pH increases from 3.5 to 6.5, and an interesting observation is that the charge 
density of CH/GB gets gradually closer to that of CH at higher pH values (e.g., pH 6.5). If there 
would be no interaction between CH and GB, the ζ potential of the CH/GB mixture (ζ CH/GB) 
would just be a simple mixing rule with respect to the ratio of CH and GB (1:2), using the 
equation: 
                                                       ζ CH/GB = 1/3*ζ CH + 2/3*ζ GB                                                  (4) 
where ζ CH and ζ GB are respectively the ζ potentials of CH and GB at a corresponding pH. The 
calculated result is compared in Figure 6.1B with the actual values of ζ CH and ζ CH/GB. We can 
see that the latter evolves gradually away from the calculated ζ CH/GB but closer to ζ CH, as pH 
increases to 6.5. Previous studies have shown that oppositely charged polyelectrolytes can form 
complex particles with a neutralized core and a shell made of the excess component in the case of 
non-stoichiometric ratios.
28-29
 In the CH/GB system, there is almost no electrostatic interaction 
between CH and GB at pH 3.5; at pH 4.5, very weak complexation occurs between CH and the 
negatively charged patches of the GB molecules; however, at pH 5.5 and 6.5, the electrostatic 
attraction force between CH and GB is enough to form a neutralized core with a shell containing 
excess CH, which would explain why ζ CH/GB is almost the same as ζ CH in the opposite charge 
region. Figure 6.1 A also shows that an increase in storage time does not change the ζ potential of 
CH/GB in the similar charge region (pH 3.5 and 4.5), but slightly decreases it in the opposite 
charge region (pH 5.5 and 6.5). It indicates that electrostatic interactions may not be the only 
driving force in the growth of the CH/GB complexes, although play a very important role in the 
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formation of primary particles. As seen for other polyelectrolyte complex systems,
15, 28
 the 
evolution of CH/GB complexes should be an intricate interplay of electrostatic, van der Waals, 
hydrogen bonding, and hydrophobic interactions. 
      In addition, the difference between complexes particles formed at pH 5.5 and 6.5 also need to 
be considered. First of all, it should be noted that the molecular weight of CH (173 kDa) used in 
this work is about 8 times that of GB (20-25 kDa), and thus when CH and GB interact with each 
other, CH may act as a framework in the structuration of the CH/GB complex particles. Another 
point is that the conformation of CH greatly depends on pH, and the extended molecular structure 
can gradually turn to be more compact as pH increases, mainly due to the deprotonation of amino 
groups.
13, 30
 Therefore, the structure of the corresponding CH/GB complexes should be denser at 
pH 6.5, while looser at pH 5.5. 
 
Figure 6.1: (A) Zeta potential of CH solutions (0.1 wt %), GB solutions (0.1 wt %) and CH/GB 
mixtures (0.1 wt %, CH:GB = 1:2) at different storage times, as a function of pH; (B) 
Comparison of ζ CH, ζ CH/GB, and calculated ζ CH/GB for freshly prepared samples. 
      The temporal evolution of CH/GB complexes was monitored by measuring turbidity, 
microstructure and hydrodynamic diameter. And meanwhile, considering that the CH/GB-
stabilized emulsions were prepared using high intensity ultrasonic (HIU) homogenization, the 
effect of HIU on the CH/GB particle size was also examined. As shown in Figure 6.2A, 
increasing storage time up to 5 days significantly changes the turbidity curves plotted against pH: 
in the opposite charge range, turbidity indexes steadily increase with time and the maximum is 
located at pH 5.5, which is in accordance with visual observations shown in Figure 6.9 
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(Supporting information). It implies that the size of CH/GB complexes is increasing with time 
and CH/GB complexes evolve from soluble to insoluble. Figure 6.2B shows the CLSM image of 
CH/GB insoluble complexes at pH 5.5 and 3 days of age, where green particles represent CH/GB 
complexes. It can be observed that CH/GB complex particles with size less than 1 μm coexist 
with their flocs, and it is believed that the growth of these flocs might be the main reason for the 
turbidity increase. The measurement of the hydrodynamic diameter clearly maps out the 
evolution of CH/GB complexes as functions of pH, time and HIU treatment (Figure 6.2C). For 
freshly prepared CH/GB mixtures, an increase of pH from 3.5 to 6.5 results in an increase of 
hydrodynamic diameter (volume average diameter, dv increases from 6.2 to 212.1 μm), indicating 
the formation of CH/GB complexes at higher pH (e.g., pH 5.5 and 6.5). After 3 days of storage, 
no significant change is observed for pH 3.5 and 4.5, but a remarkable increase of the 
hydrodynamic diameter can be seen for pH 5.5 and 6.5 from Figure 6.2C, e.g., dv increases from 
33.9 to 459.3 μm for pH 5.5, suggesting the growth of CH/GB flocculates with time. 
Interestingly, after treating the insoluble CH/GB complexes formed at pH 5.5 and 6.5 (3 days of 
age) with HIU, dv decreases significantly, e.g., it drops from 459.3 and 877.2 to 39.5 and 60.8 nm 
for pH 5.5 and 6.5, respectively, after 8 min of HIU treatment. The hydrodynamic diameter data 
agrees well with the visual observation of HIU-treated CH/GB complexes, which becomes 
transparent after HIU treatment (Figure 6.10, Supporting information). Then, the driving force for 
the flocculation of CH/GB complexes needs to be clarified. Based on the analysis of Figure 6.1, it 
is already known that CH/GB complex particles are colloidal, with a ζ potential lower than 20 
mV. Generally, a ζ potential larger than 30 mV is necessary for a stable electrostatic stabilized 
dispersion, otherwise, flocculation may take place. The origin for particles flocculation was 
summarized from a theoretical point of view in a recent work, which describes that same-charge 
complex particles tend to interact with each other to form larger secondary particles, once short-
range attractions (e.g., van der Waals, hydrophobic effect) overcome long-range electrostatic 
repulsion.
28
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Figure 6.2: (A) Time evolution of turbidity for CH/GB mixtures (1 wt %, CH:GB = 1:2) as a 
function of pH; (B) CLSM images of CH/GB complexes (1 wt %, CH:GB = 1:2, pH 5.5, 3 days 
of age); (C) hydrodynamic diameter of CH/GB complexes as functions of pH, storage time and 
HIU treatment. D1, D3 indicates freshly prepared CH/GB complexes and CH/GB with three days 
of age, and D3-HIU means CH/GB complexes stored for 3 days and then treated with HIU for 8 
min. 
      Interfacial Adsorption Behavior of Insoluble CH/GB Complexes. The interfacial 
adsorption kinetics of insoluble CH/GB complexes (3 days of age) was characterized, and the 
role of pH (3.5 to 5.5) was examined in the formation dynamics of the films at the oil/water 
interface. Surface pressure (π) is plotted against t1/2 (up to 2.5 h) in Figure 6.3, and in the initial 
diffusion-controlled adsorption process, the slope of the plot represents the diffusion rate constant 
(kdiff). The values of kdiff and π at the beginning (0 s; π0) and end (9000 s; π9000) of adsorption are 
summarized in Table 6.1. All the curves show an increase in surface pressure (π), especially in 
the first 400 s, however, there is a significant difference between the testing pH values: the higher 
the pH, the higher the π value, indicating better surface activities. At pH 3.5, the suspension is 
made of soluble mixed biopolymers, since there is almost no interaction between CH and GB. 
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Thus, CH and GB molecules tend to absorb independently on the oil/water interface. Compared 
to the π value of CH alone at a comparable time,31 π is higher because of the presence of GB 
molecules. At pH 4.5, based on the analysis of zeta potential results, soluble complexes of CH 
and GB are formed, and as a consequence, they absorb on the oil/water interface and thus 
decrease the interfacial tension. As pH increases to 5.5, the adsorption of insoluble CH/GB 
complexes greatly increases the π value as compared to CH at the same pH (e.g., at the end of the 
adsorption test, π is only 5.95 mN·m-1 for CH alone,31 while it rises to 9.06 mN·m-1 for CH/GB 
complexes in this work). It indicates that the complexation of CH and GB results in CH/GB 
particles with higher surface activities, due to the combination of functional groups in CH and 
GB. By comparing kdiff, π0 and π9000 in Table 6.1, the improvement of surface activities induced 
by increasing pH can be seen quantitatively: e.g., pH increasing from 3.5 to 5.5 makes kdiff 
increase from 0.16 to 0.26 mN·m-1·s-0.5, which implies a faster adsorption of molecules or colloidal 
particles at the oil/water interface; both π0 and π9000 increased from 0.22 to 2.03 mN·m
-1, and from 
3.99 to 9.06 mN·m-1, respectively. 
 
Figure 6.3: Time evolution of surface pressure for the adsorption of CH/GB complexes (1 wt %, 
CH:GB = 1:2, 3 days of age) at an oil/water interface for different pH values. 
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Table 6.1: Diffusion rate constants (kdiff) and surface pressure at the beginning (0 s; π0) and end 
(9000 s; π9000) of adsorption for CH/GB complexes (1 wt %, CH:GB = 1:2, 3 days of age) at an 
oil/water interface. 
pH kdiff (mN·m
-1·s-0.5) (LR) π0 (mN·m
-1
) π9000 (mN·m
-1
) 
3.5 0.16 (0.997) 0.22 3.99 
4.5 0.21 (0.995) 0.73 6.27 
5.5 0.26 (0.984) 2.03 9.06 
          LR = linear regression coefficient (in parenthesis) 
      Emulsifying Capacity and Emulsion Stability. Figure 6.4A shows the optical microscopy 
images of fresh emulsions prepared with CH/GB mixtures at various pH values, and the volume- 
and number- average droplet sizes are summarized in Figure 6.4B. In accordance with the 
interfacial adsorption behavior shown in Figure 6.3, the emulsion capacity is totally different for 
CH/GB mixtures with different pH values: the formation of CH/GB complexes, either soluble 
(pH 4.5) or insoluble (pH 5.5 and 6.5), can benefit the formation of an emulsion with a better 
distribution; while at pH 3.5, the adsorption of CH and GB molecules also contributes to the 
formation of a fine emulsion droplet, but large aggregations can be observed, which directly leads 
to an unstable emulsion system. It has been shown in our previous work that the emulsifying 
properties of CH alone increases with pH,
31
 however, as indicated in Figure 6.11 (Supporting 
Information), the emulsifying properties of GB are higher at lower pH (e.g., pH 3.5 and 4.5). The 
reason for droplet aggregation at pH 3.5 is still unclear and more work would be required to 
clarify it. However, in this work we are more concerned about the evolution of emulsifying 
capacity from pH 4.5 and 6.5. By comparing the volume- and number- average diameter (dv and 
dn) as well as size distribution (dv/dn) of CH/GB-based emulsion droplets (Figure 6.4B), it can be 
concluded that the emulsion capacity of CH/GB complexes can be improved by increasing pH, 
since a smaller droplet size (dv drops to 2.1 µm) and a better size distribution (dv/dn as low as 1.1) 
are obtained at the highest pH value. According to the ζ potential results displayed in Figure 
6.1A, it is reasonable to conclude that CH/GB complexes can be more compact as pH increases, 
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due to the conformational contraction of the CH molecules. And it will be easier for CH/GB 
complexes with more compact structure to adsorb at the oil/water interface because of lower 
steric hindrance, and also to form a firmer coating layer around oil droplets. In addition, a slight 
flocculation can be observed at pH 6.5, which is probably due to the lower ζ potential value (11.2 
mV) at this pH, at which the emulsion droplets tend to interact with each other because of the 
lower electrostatic repulsion. 
 
 
Figure 6.4: (A) Optical microscopy images of fresh emulsions prepared with CH/GB mixtures at 
different pH values (3.5-6.5). (B) Volume- and number-average diameter as well as size 
distribution of fresh CH/GB-based emulsion droplets. The concentration of CH/GB mixtures is 1 
wt %, and the oil volume fraction is 0.1. 
      The freshly prepared CH/GB-based emulsions were kept at room temperature for one year 
and the stability was determined by visual observation of creaming and calculation of creaming 
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index (CI), which reveals information about the extent of droplet agglomeration or coalescence in 
an emulsion.
32
 Figure 6.5A shows photographs of CH/GB-based O/W emulsion vials at different 
pH and storage time, and the calculated CI as function of time is summarized in Figure 6.5B. As 
indicated from optical microscopy, the emulsion prepared with CH/GB mixture at pH 3.5 is 
extremely unstable, and there is a large amount of serum layer even for the fresh one; while for 
the other three pH values, the emulsions are homogeneous at least within the first 10 days. Then, 
with an increase of storage time up to 20 days, the CI gradually increases to 62% for the CH/GB 
emulsion prepared at pH 4.5; and after one month, CI for pH 5.5 and 6.5 rises to 7% and 3%, 
respectively. Afterwards the CI was continuously recorded for up to 5 months but there was no 
further increase. Moreover, based on visual observations, there was no obvious change for all the 
pH values except that the surface of the emulsion turned to be yellowish after 8 months (data not 
shown), which might be due to the oxidation of the oil. Compared to CH-based emulsions
31
 and 
GB-based emulsions (Figure 6.12, Supporting Information), the pH-induced evolution of CI for 
CH/GB-stabilized emulsions is similar with that of CH, but the value of CI at a comparable pH is 
lower than CH-stabilized emulsions, especially at higher pH (e.g., at pH 5.5, the highest CI for 
CH/GB emulsions is just 7% in this work but it goes up to 60% for CH emulsions).
31
 It suggests 
that the bonding of GB with CH molecules confers a higher surface activity to the CH/GB 
complexes and also a denser structure, thus favoring the formation of a stronger protecting layer 
around oil droplets and consequently a stable emulsion. Another point to note is that the long-
term stability of the emulsion prepared at pH 6.5 is better than that at pH 5.5, possibly because of 
the denser structure of CH/GB at pH 6.5, as mentioned in the section on zeta potential. In Figure 
6.5A, the vials of emulsions prepared at different pH values and with 2 months of age are also 
displayed in a bottom-up position. It is interesting to point out that a gel-like emulsion is formed 
at pH 5.5 and 6.5 with an increase of storage time. Normally, emulsion droplets tend to flocculate 
as attractive forces are larger than repulsion forces between droplets, and as a consequence, the 
gelation of emulsion droplets may occur once the flocculation rate is higher than the creaming 
rate in the system.
33
 In our previous work, it had been shown that CH/GB complex particles 
(formed at pH 5.5) tend to form a network structure after storage at room temperature for 20 
days, and the elasticity of CH/GB gel continues to increase with time.
13
 Once these particles 
adsorb on the surface of oil droplets, they can benefit the formation of a network structure via 
particle-particle interactions combined to droplet-droplet contacts, thus resulting in a uniform 
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emulsion gel. Furthermore, the formation of a gel-like structure among emulsion droplets can 
impart remarkable stability against coalescence and creaming of the emulsions. At last, it should 
be noted that the homogenization technique (HIU) used in this work is also an effective way to 
break insoluble CH/GB complexes into nanoscale particles (Figure 6.2C), which can facilitate the 
adsorption of CH/GB particles at the oil/water interface. 
      
Figure 6.5: (A) Photographs of vials and (B) creaming index of emulsions prepared with CH/GB 
mixtures at different pH (3.5 to 6.5) and storage time (up to 5 months), with an oil volume 
fraction of 0.1. 
      Rheological Properties of Emulsions Stabilized with CH/GB Complexes. Depending on 
oil volume fraction (φ), the rheological properties of emulsions generally vary from Newtonian 
for non-flocculated and dilute emulsions, to shear-thinning for concentrated and highly 
flocculated emulsions. To further examine the effect of oil volume fraction and pH on the 
microstructural properties of CH/GB emulsions, the rheological properties were investigated. As 
shown in Figure 6.6, the moduli (storage modulus G’ and loss modulus G’’) of CH/GB emulsions 
greatly depend on pH and oil volume fraction. Specifically, for all pH values, an increase of φ 
leads to an increase of both G’ and G’’, and G’ is higher than G’’ when φ reaches 0.4. As 
demonstrated in Knudsen’s work, the possible reason should be attributed to the droplet packing 
effect, namely, the oil droplets are close enough to interact with others in concentrated emulsions, 
and consequently, a network structure may build up among oil droplets.
34
 At a comparable φ, an 
increase of pH from 3.5 to 6.5 significantly increases the modulus, indicating a stronger inter-
droplet interaction at higher pH, which is consistent with optical microscopy observations (Figure 
6.4A). Interestingly, at pH 5.5 and 6.5, with the increase of φ, G’ turns to be higher than G’’ for 
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the whole test frequency range, implying the existence of an elastic gel-like emulsion. The 
difference in the moduli dependence on φ between low pH (pH 4.5) and high pH (pH 5.5 and 6.5) 
emulsions is mainly due to the difference in CH/GB particle interactions in the system. As shown 
in Figure 6.2C, where the hydrodynamic diameter of CH/GB complexes is affected by pH and 
storage time, the pH-dependent particle-particle interactions is well illustrated. It is clear that the 
CH/GB particles formed at higher pH values have stronger attractive interactions than the lower 
pH ones, thus leading to more agglomerated particles, as supported by the data of hydrodynamic 
diameter. For CH/GB complexes formed at pH 5.5 and 6.5 the hydrodynamic diameter increases 
significantly with time (e.g., from 33.89 to 459.25 nm for pH 5.5), while it just changes slightly 
for pH 4.5 (from 14.18 to 22.74 nm). Therefore, stronger inter-droplet interactions can be the 
result of CH/GB inter-particle interactions, especially when the CH/GB particles with higher 
attractive interactions are used to stabilize oil droplets.  
 
Figure 6.6: Moduli (G’ and G’’) of fresh emulsions prepared with CH/GB complexes at different 
pHs (4.5 to 6.5) and oil volume fractions (0.2 to 0.4). 
      It has been reported that a relatively small temperature change can affect non-covalent 
interactions. Specifically, the bonding formed with the release of heat, like ionic bonding, 
hydrogen bonding and van der Waals forces, can be weakened by increasing temperature, while 
hydrophobic interactions which are accompanied by heat absorption can be facilitated upon 
increasing temperature.
35
 Aiming to further identify the driving force for the formation of the 
droplet network structure, three successive heating and cooling cycles were carried out for 
CH/GB emulsions at pH 5.5 and 6.5 (φ = 0.4). At pH 5.5, as shown in Figure 6.7A, an increase of 
temperature from 25 to 60 °C in the first cycle decreases both G’ and G’’, but the three-
dimensional network formed by the flocculated droplets is still maintained. Then, a decrease of 
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temperature from 60 to 5 °C continuously increases both G’ and G’’, and the increase rate of G’ 
is larger than for G’’, which indicates that a stronger network structure dominated by hydrogen 
bonding is formed at lower temperature. In the second and third heating and cooling cycles, a 
quite similar rheological behavior can be observed. Interestingly, at pH 6.5 (Figure 6.7B), the 
rheological response to temperature is different with that at pH 5.5. In the first temperature sweep 
cycle, the heating process increases both G’ and G’’, while the cooling process shows a 
negligible effect on modulus. In the second and third cycles, the curves are almost the same. By 
comparing Figure 6.7A and Figure 6.7B, it can be concluded that the emulsion gel formed at pH 
5.5 and 6.5 are both thermoreversible within the test temperature range. However their different 
responses to temperature suggest that hydrophobic interactions contribute more in the formation 
of the emulsion gel in the case of pH 6.5, which could be attributed to the differences in the 
structural properties of CH/GB particles formed at pH 5.5 and 6.5, respectively.  
 
 
Figure 6.7: Temperature sweep (three cycles) of fresh CH/GB-based emulsions prepared at pH 
5.5 (A) and 6.5 (B), at an oil volume fraction (φ) of 0.4. 
      Figure 6.8 presents the schematic mechanism of the formation of CH/GB-based Pickering 
emulsions at pH values of 5.5 and 6.5, which can be used to illustrate the difference in the 
corresponding emulsions. The insoluble CH/GB complexes formed at pH 5.5 and 6.5 are both 
able to form a protective coating layer around oil droplet, and thus form a Pickering emulsion 
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with considerable long-term stability. However, the pH-induced difference in the properties of 
CH/GB particles (e.g., charge density and conformational structure) directly determines the 
emulsification and stabilization performance. First, the lower charge density of CH/GB 
complexes prepared at pH 6.5 (ζ potential is 16.4 and 11.2 mV for pH 5.5 and 6.5, respectively) 
gives the CH/GB particles more opportunity to interact with each other, therefore, the emulsion 
stabilized with CH/GB particles at pH 6.5 shows more droplet flocculation (Figure 6.4A). 
Furthermore, the higher extent of droplet flocculation can somehow facilitate the formation of the 
gel-like structure within the emulsions and greatly improve the long-term stability. Furthermore, 
with respect to conformational structure, CH is more extended at pH 5.5, and thus the structure of 
CH/GB particle is looser than that of pH 6.5, where the structure of CH/GB particle is denser 
because CH chains tend to contract and agglomerate to form a more compact particle. When 
these compact particles adsorb on the surface of oil droplets, they provide a stronger protection 
against coalescence and creaming, and this is another important reason why emulsions prepared 
at pH 6.5 have better long-term stability. 
 
Figure 6.8: The formation of Pickering emulsion gels stabilized with CH/GB insoluble 
complexes. 
6.5 Conclusion 
      In this study, the effects of pH and storage time on the properties of CH/GB complexes, 
including charge density, hydrodynamic size, microstructure and interfacial tension were 
investigated. The emulsification and stabilization properties of the CH/GB complex particles 
were also examined in oil/water systems. It was found that the formation and properties of 
CH/GB complexes greatly depend on pH and storage time: insoluble CH/GB complexes were 
only formed in the oppositely charged pH range (5 < pH < 6.5), and the size of insoluble CH/GB 
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particles increased with time. The emulsions stabilized with insoluble CH/GB complexes showed 
a smaller droplet size and a better long-term stability when compared soluble complexes, due to 
the stronger protecting barrier at the oil/water interface. For CH/GB complexes prepared at pH 
5.5 and 6.5, the difference in charge density and conformational structure also resulted in 
corresponding emulsions with different creaming rates, and flocculation and gelling properties. 
Our results suggest that CH/GB insoluble complexes can be used as effective pH-controlled 
Pickering emulsifiers and stabilizers, for the production of surfactant-free and bio-based O/W 
emulsions for food and non-food applications. This work might also inspire further developments 
in exploiting biocompatible Pickering emulsifiers based on the electrostatic complexation of 
proteins and polysaccharides. 
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6.6 Supporting information 
 
 
 
Figure 6.9: Visual observation of CH/GB complexes (1 wt %, CH:GB = 1:2) at various pH values 
(3.5 to 6.5) and storage times (day 2 and day 3). All the samples are transparent on day 1 except 
for pH 6.5. 
 
 
 
Figure 6.10: Visual observation of high intensity ultrasonication-treated CH/GB complexes (1 wt 
%, CH:GB = 1:2, storage time: 3 days) at various pH values (3.5 to 6.5). 
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Figure 6.11: Optical microscopy images of fresh emulsions prepared with GB at different pH 
values (3.5-6.5). 
 
 
Figure 6.12: Creaming index of GB-based emulsions (oil volume fraction = 0.1) prepared at 
different pH (3.5 to 6.5) and storage time (up to 1 month). 
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CHAPTER 7 GENERAL DISCUSSION 
      Using biopolymers from natural resources to stabilize emulsions is an interesting topic from 
both a theoretical and practical point of view. In this work, chitosan and chitosan/gelatin 
complexes were used to prepare both conventional and Pickering emulsions. Based on the 
literature review, chitosan itself is not a satisfactory emulsifier compared to the commonly used 
polymeric emulsifiers such as proteins and adsorbing polysaccharides. Even though, according to 
the literature, the emulsifying properties can be increased by altering the pH of chitosan solutions, 
and a pH-responsive Pickering emulsion can even be formed as pH reaches the pKa of chitosan, 
the droplet size, distribution as well as the long-term stability are still not as good as expected, 
and thus need to be improved as undertaken in the current work. 
      In this work, the use of high intensity ultrasonic (HIU) homogenization greatly decreased the 
droplet size and increased the long-term stability of emulsions stabilized by chitosan. During the 
emulsification process, the dual effect of HIU, namely, the decrease of chitosan molecular weight 
and the disassembly of chitosan agglomerates were found to be beneficial factors for the 
improvement of emulsion stability. Besides, the role of pH on the emulsifying properties of 
chitosan complexes was investigated comprehensively, which helps to draw a clearer map of the 
pH-controlled emulsifying properties of chitosan. In addition to pH value, other parameters such 
as DDA and Mw of chitosan, ionic strength and polymer concentration may also affect 
emulsifying properties, and thus should be examined in the future. 
      The electrostatic combination of gelatin molecules on chitosan chains made the 
corresponding complexes more surface-active than chitosan alone and effectively increased the 
emulsion’s long-term stability. Gelatin type B was used to form complexes with chitosan because 
of its suitable pI which enables the formation of complexes, its specific linear structure and 
thermoreversible gelling properties. Besides, similar to chitosan, gelatin is also an abundant bio-
based polymer and its relatively low price as compared to most of globular proteins is another 
reason why it could be of great potential for a large-scale industrial application. In this work, 
gelatin-B with bloom strength of only 75 was used to form complexes with chitosan; however, it 
could be interesting to explore the feasibility for other bloom strengths. During the complexation 
of chitosan and gelatin-B, fixed chitosan/gelatin ratio, polymer concentration and temperature 
were used, however, the complexation and temporal evolution of all the protein/polysaccharide 
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systems are very sensitive to these parameters, and thus need to be investigated further. Another 
issue that needs to be addressed in the future is the determination of stoichiometric ratios for 
chitosan and gelatin using isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC), which would be helpful for the 
quantitative analysis and understanding of chitosan/gelatin complexation.  
      The findings of this work provide valuable information. From a theoretical point of view, the 
investigations on the role of pH and ultrasonication on the emulsifying properties of chitosan 
have shed light on the relationships between chitosan molecular characteristics and its 
emulsifying properties, as well as the evolution of chitosan molecular structure during the 
emulsifying process. The research on the temporal complexation of chitosan and gelatin may also 
give some insights on the time-induced structural evolution of other protein/polysaccharide 
complex systems. Meanwhile, it also opens new perspectives for the use of other pH-controlled 
natural polymers in emulsion systems. From a practical point of view, the long-term stable 
emulsions stabilized using chitosan and its complexes with gelatin has revealed good candidates 
as green pH-controlled emulsifiers and stabilizers, and may find applications in the production of 
biodegradable and surfactant-free O/W emulsions in food and non-food applications with 
reasonable price. 
      During the performance of this project, several challenges had to be overcome. The first one 
was about pH adjustment. Chitosan is very sensitive to the addition of sodium hydroxide that is 
commonly used to adjust the pH value. Sodium hydroxide solution should be added in the 
chitosan solution drop by drop, at a very slow speed, otherwise there were some large aggregates 
appearing. In addition, the dilution effect caused by the addition of sodium hydroxide solution 
should also be considered, and to minimize the dilution effect, sodium hydroxide solution with 
different concentrations should be prepared. For example, in this work, sodium hydroxide 
solutions from 0.5 to 5 M were prepared and the higher concentration was used first to minimize 
the dilution effect. 
      Several techniques were used in this work for morphology observations, and the selection of 
a suitable technique turned to be of key importance for the achievement of reliable results. For 
example, SEM was first used to observe the pH-induced transition of chitosan molecular 
aggregation as well as the morphology of chitosan/gelatin complexes; however, the results were 
not as good as expected because of the dehydration effect. Compared to SEM, cryo-SEM would 
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be a better choice since the observation may be done in the liquid state. However, considering 
that there was no such equipment available to us, AFM was used instead to observe the molecular 
transition of chitosan induced by pH. Fortunately, except for aggregations, we could even see 
how the molecular chains of chitosan were affected by pH, which provided us with a visualized 
proof for the explanation of the pH-induced changes on chitosan’s conformation and emulsifying 
properties. During the AFM observations, the concentration of chitosan solution should be well 
controlled, a higher concentration led to the overlap of chitosan chains, while a lower 
concentration also made the observation difficult. To better observe the morphology of 
chitosan/gelatin complexes, CLSM was finally used and better results were obtained. By 
covalently bonding a fluorescent dye on gelatin molecules, the agglomeration of primary 
complex particles could be observed clearly. Regarding the observation of emulsion droplet 
morphology, there are two commonly used techniques, namely, CLSM and optical microscopy. 
Although CLSM is able to provide images with better quality, the need for the addition of a 
fluorescent dye makes it less practical compared to optical microscopy, which is also a more 
cost-effective option. When using an optical microscope to perform the observation, the sample 
preparation greatly determines the image quality, thus should be paid extra attention. Only a tiny 
drop of emulsion was needed for the observation using optical microscopy, otherwise there were 
overlaps of emulsion droplets, which made the observation difficult. 
      At last, a special attention should be put on the emulsification process. It is well known that 
the usage of high intensity ultrasonication can increase the solution’s temperature and thus may 
affect the properties of the materials. Therefore, an ice-bath is a necessary setup during the 
homogenization, which will help to control temperature and avoid overheating. 
      Despite the challenges met in this study, important information has been unveiled on the 
interactions between the only bio-sourced cationic polysaccharide, chitosan, with a linear protein 
gelatin, and it may open new perspectives for the use of these biopolymers in food and non-food 
emulsion systems. 
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CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
8.1 Conclusion 
      In this thesis, long-term stable oil/water emulsions were developed using chitosan alone or 
chitosan/gelatin electrostatic complexes with the assistance of ultrasonication. The role of pH and 
ultrasonication on the emulsifying properties was investigated comprehensively. Our findings 
suggest that chitosan and CH/GB insoluble complexes have a great potential to be used as a pH-
controlled emulsifier and stabilizer for the production of biodegradable and surfactant-free O/W 
emulsions in food and non-food applications. The following conclusions are drawn from this 
work: 
      Chitosan can form both conventional and Pickering emulsions with considerable long-term 
stability. PH value greatly influenced the emulsifying properties of chitosan since it affected its 
charge density and chain conformation. Increasing pH from 3.5 to 5.5 made the conformation of 
chitosan chains transferring from an extended state to a more flexible structure, and thus led to 
the formation of conventional emulsions with decreasing droplet size and increasing emulsion 
stability. As pH reached 6.5, the presence of chitosan nanoparticles resulted in a Pickering 
emulsion with the smallest droplet size (dv = 1.7 μm) and longest stability (up to 5 months). The 
dual effects of high intensity ultrasonication (i.e., homogenization and depolymerisation) also 
contributed to the formation of stable chitosan-based emulsions.  
      The electrostatic complexation between chitosan and gelatin type B mainly happened in the 
pH region with opposite charge (pH 5-pH 6.5). Depending on pH and storage time, the 
complexes evolved from soluble to insoluble and finally to a colloidal gel. The addition of salt 
significantly affected the interactions between chitosan and gelatin, and thus influenced the size 
of complexes, the water content and the network structure of the corresponding gel. The insoluble 
CH/GB complexes and the corresponding colloidal gel developed in this work may find 
interesting uses in the scope of delivery of sensitive bioactive molecules or nutrients with tailored 
properties. 
      Compared to soluble complexes, the emulsions stabilized with insoluble CH/GB complexes 
showed a smaller droplet size and a better long-term stability due to the stronger protecting 
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barriers at the oil/water interface. The difference in charge density and conformational structure 
of complexes formed at pH 5.5 and 6.5 makes the corresponding emulsions also different in 
creaming rate, flocculation and gelling properties.  
      The main contribution of this work is the fundamental and practical information it provides 
on using chitosan and chitosan/gelatin complexes to fabricate long-term stable surfactant-free 
conventional and Pickering emulsions, resulting in more alternatives for the encapsulation of 
lipophilic nutrients. 
8.2 Recommendations  
      The following aspects are recommended for further exploration in future work: 
1) The effect of DDA and molecular weight of chitosan should be investigated for the 
formation of chitosan-based emulsions, which will help draw a clearer map on the 
emulsifying properties of chitosan. 
2) The effect of parameters such as chitosan/gelatin ratio, polymer concentration and 
temperature on the complexation of chitosan and gelatin should also be examined. 
3) The isothermal titration test should be performed again, using isothermal titration 
calorimetry (ITC) to detect the stoichiometric ratios of chitosan and gelatin, which will be 
greatly helpful for the understanding of chitosan/gelatin complexation. 
4) The emulsification can be conducted using other homogenization techniques such as high 
shear mixers, high pressure homogenizers and membrane homogenizers, for comparison 
with ultrasonic homogenizers. 
5) The emulsion stability as affected by environmental stresses such as pH, ionic strength 
and heating should be considered. 
6) Lipophilic nutrients such as ω-3 fatty acids and oil-soluble vitamins can be added in the 
oil phase before emulsification, and the encapsulation efficiency should be examined. 
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